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ABSTRACT

Contaminated sites are a common problem across municipalities in the Greater

Vancouver Regional District. These problems are complicated and multi-dimensional, and

raise fundamental concerns about the risks to human and environmental health. This thesis

shows however, that there are no easy answers to how much risk is "acceptable", and no one

right way to decide.

How the acceptable risk problem is structured is important, because fact and value

issues, a source of controversy and dispute, are variously interpreted depending on how the

problem is cast. The literature generically categorizes acceptable risk as either a technical,

social or decision problem, and each of these have implications for the types of decision-

making approaches and solutions that are considered appropriate in resolving acceptable risk.

This thesis investigated how acceptable risk in contaminated site problems is handled

in British Columbia by reviewing the provincial decision-making framework, and by

surveying municipalities in the Greater Vancouver Regional District for their views on

contaminated site problems and acceptable risk decision-making. The underlying goal of the

thesis is to question the use of the current approach, the Pacific Place site criteria, as a model

for acceptable risk decision-making in the province, and to explore the implications for urban

communities.

The Ministry of Environment is the central authority for contaminated sites in British

Columbia and has generally taken a scientific and technical approach to the problem.

Although the municipal survey suggests that the Pacific Place site criteria has a broad base of

support in the GVRD, the technical emphasis has implications for urban communities. The

approach is expert-oriented and largely excludes local and public involvement in the

acceptable risk debate. The major concern is that important social value issues have been

neglected, relative to the engineering and technical aspects of the problem.
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The research also finds however, that the majority of individuals in the municipal

survey are willing to explore other methods of determining acceptable risk, and support in

principle, local government and public involvement in deciding what these methods should

be. This thesis suggests that British Columbia can benefit from a more comprehensive view

of acceptable risk in contaminated site problems. Resource limitations at the provincial and

local level, and the high stakes in contaminated site problems for urban communities point to

the growing importance of incorporating a broad range of value issues and understanding the

trade-offs in acceptable risk decisions.

The Ministry of Environment can improve the current decision-making approach by:

incorporating structured value assessments that elicit stakeholder values and address trade-

offs; involving a wider range of stakeholders in standard setting and risk assessment,

including the forthcoming review of the Pacific Place site criteria; creating forums to explore

other decision-making approaches; and by encouraging private sector involvement in risk

assessment and risk management. The province can also encourage and support community-

based institutional networks, both at the municipal and regional level.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

Among the many kinds of issues they raise, sites contaminated with toxic substances

create urban land use problems. For example, a Continuing Legal Education seminar on

environmental liability and hazardous waste management held in Vancouver on April 29,

1989, concluded that remediation of contaminated sites is the major environmental issue

facing governments, industry and developers today (Sutherland 1989). A survey conducted in

1992 showed that most Urban Development Institute members in the Pacific Region ranked

soil contamination as their number one concern (Urban Development Institute 1993). In the

Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), following Vancouver's experience with soil

contamination at the Pacific Place development site in False Creek, many municipal

governments have begun to develop contaminated site policies or have passed soil bylaws

controlling the removal and deposit of soils in their communities (see City of Port Moody

1992, City of Port Coquitlam 1992, City of Richmond 1991). Undoubtedly, British

Columbia's urban communities will in coming years face substantial conflicts over how toxic

sites should be managed and used.

An important factor shaping the growing awareness of contaminated site problems, in

the GVRD and elsewhere, is a significant change in urban land use patterns. Strong regional

economic growth, a growing population and geographical constraints all contribute to

ongoing reclamation of former industrial and commercial sites for residential purposes (Braul,

Russell and Andrews 1989, Corns 1992, Urban Development Institute 1993). In some cases

this conversion process exposes a legacy of site contamination arising from decades of

inadequate waste disposal practices.
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It seems clear that fear of adverse harm to human and environmental health is central

to contaminated site problems. Deciding how "safe is safe enough", that is, what level of risk

is "acceptable" in these problems, has many potential implications for urban communities.

These implications may include: significantly higher costs for developers (ultimately passed on

to their customers), delayed or foregone development, lost opportunities to spend scarce

resources on other problems or needs in the community, a shift in municipal tax burden to

uncontaminated land to compensate for property tax reductions on contaminated sites due to

their decreased market value, and increased pressure on available land supply (Corns 1992,

Dybvig 1992, Urban Development Institute 1993). These are high stakes for urban

communities. As a consequence, it will be increasingly important in British Columbia to

understand the trade-offs inherent in acceptable risk decisions about contaminated sites.

In British Columbia, the Ministry of Environment has the main responsibility for

contaminated sites, which it exercises primarily through the Waste Management Act. Bill 26,

an amendment to this act, sets out extensive new provisions for managing contaminated sites

in the province and confirms the leadership role of the Ministry of Environment (British

Columbia 1993a). In many respects, the Pacific Place site experience has been a catalyst for

contaminated site problems in the province and for the new legislation. It was British

Columbia's first significant attempt at contaminated sites management in the province and

served as a role model for the assessment and remediation of other contaminated sites. In

addition, the Pacific Place site criteria were used to develop the Criteria for Managing

Contaminated Sites in British Columbia and are expected to be converted into regulations as

provincial remediation standards (British Columbia 1993b).

However, the Pacific Place site criteria have also generated some controversy. They

have been sharply criticized for being overly "conservative" in determining acceptable risk in

contaminated site problems in the province (Blatherwick 1992, Lee 1993). Here
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"conservative" means that in the views of some individuals, the criteria pose high costs

without providing significant benefits. Although a review of the criteria is forthcoming (W.

Braul, personal communication, 1993, see also British Columbia 1993b), the fundamental

issue is whether the criteria are an appropriate solution to the question of acceptable risk in

contaminated site problems.

Contaminated sites in British Columbia are complicated, multi-dimensional problems

that also need to be considered in a larger context. These problems are being identified during

a time of heightened public awareness about environmental issues in general, increased

demands for broader public involvement in decision-making, and ambivalence about technical

solutions to urban environmental problems (Greater Vancouver Regional District 1991b,

Macdonald 1991, OECD 1974, Seelig and Artibise 1991). The question of risk to human and

environmental health figures prominently in the debate. Furthermore, as Douglas and

Wildaysky (1982) conclude, there is substantial social disagreement over what is risky, how

risky it is, and what to do about it. All these factors contribute to the complexity of

determining acceptable risk in contaminated site problems.

1.2 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the issue of acceptable risk in contaminated site

problems in urban communities within the GVRD. In addition, fundamental questions are

raised about the use of the Pacific Place site criteria as an appropriate decision-making

approach for acceptable risk in these problems.
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The general objectives of the thesis include:

• To raise planners' awareness of the significance of risk issues in contaminated site

problems in British Columbia.

• To examine the dimensions of acceptable risk and the implications for contaminated

site problems.

• To identify categories of decision-making approaches for determining acceptable risk

in contaminated site problems.

Specific objectives of the thesis include:

• To identify some of the current and potential impacts of acceptable risk decisions in

urban communities within the GVRD.

• To question the use of Pacific Place site criteria as a model for future acceptable risk

decisions in British Columbia and the GVRD.

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH

In British Columbia, the municipal role in contaminated site problems is mandated

indirectly through provisions in the Municipal Act. Routine activities that involve land use

decisions such as rezoning, subdivision approval, soil conservation and building permits are

the major avenues of municipal involvement in contaminated site problems (Corns 1992). As

such, the problem has direct relevance for the local planning function. Furthermore, urban

communities have a significant role to play as stakeholders in risk issues arising from

contaminated site problems.

The role arises for three major reasons. First of all, municipalities implement provincial

environmental and land use policies and regulations. Secondly, human and environmental
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health risks are experienced locally where people live and work. Risk data based on actual

experience, some of which by necessity originate at a local level may prove to be more reliable

and useful than risk estimates from laboratory experiments (Meyer and Solomon 1984).

Thirdly, municipalities directly experience the impacts of risk decisions.

Most of the recent literature on contaminated sites in British Columbia emphasizes the

concerns and responsibilities of government agencies, particularly at the provincial level.

Moreover, most site assessment strategies focus on technical standards and procedures, which

fail to place the problem in the broader public context, and fail to ask the difficult but

important questions about alternatives and trade-offs (British Columbia 1991e, British

Columbia 1990a, Sutherland 1989). As a consequence, the issue of acceptable risk to human

and environmental health in these problems has largely remained a standards-setting exercise.

While this thesis focuses on acceptable risk in contaminated site problems in the

Greater Vancouver Regional District, it is also hoped that the results will prove useful to

planners and decision-makers in other municipalities in British Columbia.

1.4 METHODOLOGY

This thesis was designed to explore three questions:

• Should the Pacific Place site criteria developed by the Ministry of Environment

determine "acceptable risk" in contaminated site problems in British Columbia?

• What other approaches could be considered?

• What impact does it have for urban communities?
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To address these questions, the risk and contaminated sites literature was reviewed,

expert opinion solicited on the Pacific Place site experience, and municipalities within the

GVRD were surveyed.

The opinions of a contact person in each GVRD municipality were solicited on a series

of questions in three specific categories. Category one questions obtained background

information on the municipality and explored how the contaminated sites problem is seen and

understood in the municipality, the extent of the problem, and its priority and planning

implications. Category two questions addressed decision-making about risk and explored

who should make such decisions and what kind of information is needed to make good risk

decisions. Category three questions addressed the Pacific Place site criteria and explored the

appropriateness of using these criteria to determine acceptable risk in contaminated site

problems in British Columbia and what other approaches could be used. The questionnaire

was administered either by telephone or mail in the time period July to September 1993, after

follow-up from an introductory letter. A list of municipalities that participated in the survey

is found in Appendix A, and the questionnaire is found in Appendix B.

1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION AND CRITICAL TERMS

The thesis contains six chapters. Chapter One outlines the purpose and objectives, and

the practical significance of the thesis. Chapter Two discusses the contaminated sites problem

in the British Columbia context, including its origins and characteristics. It also introduces the

importance of the Pacific Place site experience and the implications for municipalities.

Chapter Three highlights the critical issues in risk problems from the literature. How

acceptable risk decisions can be made are also explored. Chapter Four discusses how the

Pacific Place site criteria address acceptable risk in contaminated site problems in British
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Columbia. It looks at how the problem is defined, how the criteria are applied and the

implications for urban communities. Chapter Five presents an analysis of the survey findings

and discusses the implications for acceptable risk decision-making in contaminated site

problems in British Columbia And finally, Chapter Six raises the important lessons and

observations from the research.

There are a few critical terms used in this thesis that require clarification. In this study

the terms municipality and urban community are used interchangeably and refer for the most

part to the member or affiliated municipalities in the Greater Vancouver Regional District.

The acronym GVRD is used in reference to the geographical region known as the Greater

Vancouver Regional District, not to the regional governance body of the same name. Toxic

real estate and contaminated real estate are also common expressions for contaminated sites.

The terms contaminated sites, risk, acceptable risk, and Pacific Place site criteria all have

specific meanings that are defined more fully in Chapters Two, Three and Four respectively.
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CHAPTER 2: CONTAMINATED SITE PROBLEMS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

2.1 WHAT ARE CONTAMINATED SITES?

Contaminated site problems are described in a number of ways in the literature,

depending on the orientation of the author or focus of the study (British Columbia 1991a,

Corns 1992, Dybvig 1992, Glenn, Shier, Sisson and Willms 1988). The sections that follow

show that contaminated sites are complicated, multi-dimensional problems, often involving

multiple stakeholders, and conflicting technical and value issues.

2.1.1 Defining the Problem

While definitions vary, the Ministry of Environment has a particular interpretation of

contaminated sites that has significance for how the problem is structured and managed in

urban communities in British Columbia.

The British Columbia Ministry of Environment's definition of contaminated sites is a

technical, standards-based interpretation. In this definition, a contaminated site refers to an

area of land in which the soil or any groundwater beneath it, or the water or underlying

sediment contains a special waste or another substance in quantities or concentrations

exceeding prescribed criteria, standards or conditions (British Columbia 1993a). The term

special waste is defined in the provincial Waste Management Act (British Columbia 1990b).

Although the criteria, standards or conditions are yet to be specified in new contaminated sites

regulations, these are expected to be modelled after the Pacific Place site criteria (British

Columbia 1993b).
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Although the Ministry's definition is one approach, others see contaminated sites as a

class of environmental health problems. In this interpretation, contaminated sites are

characterized by toxic contamination of soil and/or groundwater by substances that may pose

a significant threat to natural ecosystems or to human health and well-being (Braul, Russell

and Andrews 1989, City of Vancouver 1990, Corns 1992). Paustenbach's (1989a) analogy of

a complex puzzle is another variation, where several critical factors such as extent of land

contamination, exposure, environmental fate, risk criteria and so forth, make up the pieces.

2.1.2 Characteristics of Contaminated Site Problems

The various interpretations of contaminated sites suggest that it is a complicated,

multi-dimensional problem that is difficult to accurately define. Furthermore, the definitions

themselves raise a number of questions, such as what is a significant threat, what substances

should we be most worried about and in what quantity, and in what circumstances?

Because contaminated site problems are multi-dimensional, they can be analyzed in

terms of their human and environmental health concerns, financial or economic issues, land

use and real estate implications, legal liability, and the technical challenges of site remediation

among others (CIELAP 1991, Corns 1992, Dybvig 1992). Yet, the unifying theme that drives

the various issues in these problems is the potential risk to human and environmental health.

There are also many stakeholders in contaminated site problems, and their viewpoints

and interests may conflict. In urban communities stakeholders could be a variety of municipal

departments, residents, special interest groups, decision-makers (council), and local business

and industry. Stakeholders outside the urban community, but often with a direct interest in

the problem are the federal and provincial governments, regional district departments and

boards, lending institutions, and the development industry to name a few.
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Contaminated site problems are further complicated by technical (fact) and value

issues, over which stakeholders may vigorously disagree. For instance, scientific and technical

experts are sometimes confounded by the non-experts' seemingly "irrational" or "uninformed"

reaction to low probability health risks, such as those from contaminated sites (Bradbury

1989, Fiorino 1989b, Huber 1987, Siddall and Bennett 1987). On the other hand some argue

that the problems urban communities face today have little to do with technical knowledge

and more to do with democratic, political judgement (Appelbaum 1977). Still others argue

that balancing the subjective judgements inherent in the technical as well as the value issues in

health risk problems is key (Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1979).

2.1.3 Sources of Site Contamination

Although the predominant source of site contamination is industrial activity (Dybvig

1992), a variety of contaminating substances, processes and pathways have been identified. A

number of these are listed in Table 1 on the following page. Research also shows that

contaminated sites are both an historical problem due to the unsatisfactory disposal of toxic

substances decades ago, and a contemporary problem due to the extensive use of hazardous

substances today in British Columbia by citizens, business and industry (Braul, Russell and

Andrews 1989, British Columbia 1991a, Glenn, Shier, Sisson and Willms 1988).

2.1.4 Risks to Health from Contaminated Sites: Uncertainties and Problems

Several difficulties arise in contaminated site problems in determining the exact health

threat or risk likely to be faced. A number of factors complicate the issue.
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TABLE 1: Sources of Site Contamination

Activity Type

Accidents on-site spills, leaking equipment or machinery,
releases during fire, migration from
neighbouring sites

Atmospheric
emissions

cadmium, lead from industrial activity

Community landfill
sites

hazardous household waste (e.g. weed killers,
corrosive drain cleaners)

Construction
materials

asbestos, urea formaldehyde foam insulation,
paints and pigments

Industrial land use
(current or orphan)

automobile repair and maintenance workshops

battery, used oil recycling plants

chemical and petrochemical industry

dry cleaners

pesticide industry

service stations

textile industry

wood preservation industry

Pulp mills dioxins released in chlorine bleaching processes

Soil deposit and
removal

unknowingly filling sites with contaminated soil
from elsewhere

Storage and transfer
of substances

stockpiling of materials, on-site burial of wastes,
sludge from water purification plants or septic
tanks

Underground
storage tanks

service stations, other types of property

Water
contamination

agricultural farms, landfill sites, petroleum
refineries

Sources: Braul, Russell and Andrews (1989), British Columbia (1991a), City of Vancouver
(1989), Dybvig (1992).
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One of the most difficult aspects is scientific uncertainty regarding the toxicity of

substances and their human health effects (Braul, Russell and Andrews 1989, Glenn, Shier,

Sisson and Willms 1988). The discipline of toxicology is relatively new and the linkages

between substance and harm are not well understood. An additional challenge is that often

several chemicals exist in combination on a site, and their interactions and potential harm to

human health are largely unknown (Braul, Russell and Andrews 1989). In fact, the health

risks are likely to arise from long-term exposure rather than representing an immediate threat

to the public or the environment (City of Vancouver 1990). As a result, it is frequently

challenging and costly to determine the nature and extent of the risk from any given site.

The fundamental questions regarding the risk of harm to human health from

contaminated sites have to do with dose-response and cause-effect relationships. Although

animal experiments have shed some light on the carcinogenic effects of some chemicals, there

have been criticisms of methodology and extrapolation of this data to humans (Harris 1992,

Paustenbach 1989b, Scheuplein 1993, Wilson and Crouch 1987). A few issues are

particularly troublesome:

• Inferences are made from high experimental doses to low dose effects (Paustenbach

1989b, Rodricks 1992, Somers 1984).

• Extrapolations are made from short-term exposures in laboratory conditions to longer-

term chronic exposure in the field (Paustenbach 1989b).

• Computer models that necessarily reduce complex analysis and decision processes to

more simplified numeric expressions of risk (Paustenbach 1989b).

• There is an emphasis on cancer, which may draw attention from other potentially

serious health effects (Dellarco and Kimmel 1993).

• The magnitude of many of the risks from synthetic pesticides and chemicals cannot be

easily estimated because historical or actuarial data do not exist or are extremely

difficult to collect (Covello and Mumpower 1987).
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• The cumulative effect of conservative assessments ("margins of safety") based on

worst-case assumptions for exposure may lead to extremely conservative policies (Cox

and Ricci 1989, Nicols and Zeckhauser 1986, Paustenbach 1989a).

It may also be difficult to identify the population at risk in urban communities.

Potentially these are neighbours of a site, people who worked at the site and clean-up crews.

Exposure could be site specific or broader if contaminants migrate to other sites or impact

groundwater (City of Vancouver 1990). Also, it cannot be assumed that chemicals have the

same effect on all individuals. Variables such as age, lifestyle, food habits and physiological

parameters need to be considered (Paustenbach 1989b). As a result, probabilities for doing

harm may vary widely.

Finally, contaminated sites pose a type of risk with few if any apparent benefits, and

entail a risk that few people would expose themselves to voluntarily. Studies show that the

acceptability of risks have a great deal to do with the degree of voluntariness or imposition

(Cox and Ricci 1989, Slovic 1987, Starr 1969), and may explain in part public concern over

health risks in contaminated site problems.

2.2 ORIGINS OF THE PROBLEM IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

It is generally accepted that contaminated sites became an issue in British Columbia

with the discovery of contaminated soil and water at the Pacific Place development site on the

north shore of False Creek in Vancouver (Corns 1992). However it is difficult to say with

certainty when the problem "originated" in the urban communities within the GVRD. The

phrase contaminated sites can apply to historical (possibly decades ago) and present day site

contamination. Perhaps of more importance is the fact that the standards developed in

response to Pacific Place were the first significant attempt at contaminated sites management
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in the province (British Columbia 1990a, British Columbia 1991e). The issue gained wider

public attention in the GVRD and local government response when it was learned that soils

from the Pacific Place site were destined for municipalities outside of Vancouver (Cooper

1989, Ross 1991, City of Richmond 1991).

2.2.1 Importance of the Pacific Place Site Experience

The Pacific Place site experience is important to contaminated site problems in British

Columbia and the GVRD for several reasons.

First of all, the province formally defined contaminated sites based on this experience

and framed it as a technical, standards-based problem (see British Columbia 1990a).

Secondly, the criteria used to evaluate and manage contamination at the Pacific Place site

were essentially copied and used to develop provincial criteria (Criteria for Managing

Contaminated Sites in British Columbia) for application to other sites in the province,

including within the GVRD (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993).

Furthermore, the provincial Minister of the Environment at the time explicitly

indicated that the Pacific Place site experience was to be seen as a model for future action on

contaminated site problems in British Columbia (British Columbia 19910. The Pacific Place

site criteria are also expected to be adopted in some form into new regulations governing

contaminated sites in the province (British Columbia 1993b).

The province, particularly the Ministry of Environment, was clearly established in the

lead role as the central authority and manager of contaminated site problems in British

Columbia, while municipalities were essentially established as "screeners" of contaminated site

problems at the local level, referring many of the problems directly to the Ministry of

Environment for action.
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The Pacific Place site experience was significant for all of these reasons. The

implications are potentially far-reaching for contaminated site problems in the province and

within the GVRD. The sections that follow highlight specific areas of concern for urban

communities.

2.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR URBAN COMMUNITIES

As major stakeholders in contaminated site problems in British Columbia, urban

communities should be concerned both about the implications of the Pacific Place site

experience and the roles that the provincial and local governments play in addressing the

problem.

2.3.1 Municipal Planning

Municipal involvement in contaminated site problems is predominantly realized

through the land use planning function, because of the local government's role in regulating

and approving land use through zoning, development permits and subdivisions (City of

Vancouver 1990, Corns 1992). It is through these processes that urban communities perform

a "screening" function, in the identification of contaminated site problems.

Corns (1992) suggests that contaminated site problems affect local planning in a

number of ways:

• Long-ranges plans that are concerned with general livability of the community,

economic development, and an adequate provision of recreational facilities for

example, may be impaired by contaminated site problems. In some cases, an inventory

of potentially health-threatening sites may be an important planning tool.
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• The growing reliance on former industrial and commercial sites to meet the demands

for residential and other local land-use requirements in the GVRD means that potential

site contamination will be an ongoing concern. Although the redevelopment of these

sites potentially save the municipality significant infrastructure expenditures, offer

additional open or recreational space, and a variety of mixed land use opportunities,

site contamination may adversely impact any or all of these opportunities.

• Development in urban communities, sensitive to time and cost considerations, may be

adversely impacted by screening requirements and provincial remediation criteria for

contaminated site problems. Furthermore, when redevelopment of contaminated land

is discouraged, municipal governments in the GVRD and society in general bear the

costs of urban sprawl.

2.3.2 Health Concerns

Municipalities are also concerned about the health of their residents in general but

particularly during remediation of contaminated sites and redevelopment processes. Through

the use of zoning and land controls, urban communities unavoidably become involved in the

question of health and safety impacts of contaminated sites (City of Vancouver 1990).

Furthermore, an increasingly informed and knowledgeable public demand protection from

exposures and undue harm, and appropriate diligence on the part of government agencies

(Spielberg 1990).

However, the health and environmental issues related to contaminated site problems

are potentially complex and difficult, and require an expertise and resource base not readily

available within municipal departments (City of Vancouver 1990). For this reason municipal

governments have looked to the province for direction.
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2.3.3 Economic and Liability Concerns

A major concern of municipal governments and a recurring theme in the literature is

the issue of liability (Braul, Russell and Andrews 1989, CIELAP 1991, Dybvig 1992, Glenn,

Shier, Sisson and Willms 1988). The City of Vancouver (1990) identifies several sources of

liability risk:

• Land-use approvals might somehow suggest that the city guarantees the suitability of

the site for the proposed use.

• Referring some projects to the Ministry of Environment for approval while not others

may imply that sites not referred are uncontaminated.

• Relying on outside consultants' to provide expertise not available in-house, which

creates some uncertainty with respect to the quality and thoroughness of the work.

• Liability for the quality or extent of information offered to the public on contaminated

site inquiries.

• Local tax-payers become liable for remediation of sites obtained through default of

municipal property taxes, or abandonment.

Although the new contaminated sites legislation, Bill 26, seeks to reduce and perhaps

nullify these concerns, some individuals think that the legislation will further increase due

diligence and a conservative approach at the local level (EBA Environmental Ltd. 1993).

Contaminated site problems are also socioeconomic problems for urban communities.

The municipal tax base can be directly affected by diminished property value arising from site

contamination. Not only does this problem arise for known sites, but also sites that carry a

stigma of past contamination or even proximity to contaminated property (Dybvig 1992). In

addition, time delays and costs associated with the review of proposed developments and

remediation plans impact the affordability of land and housing as these costs are passed along

to consumers (Weninger 1990).
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Uncertainty in contaminated site problems applies to the cost of controlling the risk as

well. The costs of control can vary according to timing; that is, one-time versus ongoing

costs, and related items including the expense of relocating residents or disrupting business

(Dybvig 1992).

2.3.4 The Province Leads - Municipalities Follow

Although there are many valid reasons why municipalities look to the Ministry of

Environment for direction on contaminated site problems, such as fulfillment of provincial

health and environmental mandates, and to provide expertise and resources, municipalities

lose an opportunity for more pro-active involvement and local leadership in acceptable risk

problems.

By accepting the Ministry of Environment's leadership, municipalities have also

accepted their interpretation of contaminated site problems. Once in place however, the

model may be exceedingly difficult to challenge or change. This has been the case with the

Pacific Place site experience to date, where the criteria are now expected to be adopted as

provincial regulation (British Columbia 1993b). Most parts of the new process in British

Columbia, including remediation and certification of compliance (when a site is "safe enough")

are all defined by the province (British Columbia 1993a). Furthermore, the Ministry of

Environment decides if and when public consultation is required (see section 20.7, Bill 26),

and there is no indication that the province intends that municipalities have a role in providing

additional input into the structure of the process itself.

A number of difficult but important issues and questions arise for municipalities.

• Are their limited resources (e.g. staff time) being expended doing the right things on

contaminated site problems? What trade-offs are being made?
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• Are they getting value for the public's tax expenditures?

• Do provincial standards mean NO risk to local residents and environmental health?

• How much risk is acceptable and should the Ministry of Environment decide the

answer to this question?

• How should local conditions and circumstances be considered? Is the current process

adequate to ensure these conditions are appropriately included?

• What role could municipalities play as local risk managers in these problems?

• Is the Ministry of Environment interpreting the contaminated sites problem in the best

interests of urban communities, the Greater Vancouver Region and the province?

2.4 SUMMARY

Contaminated site problems are complicated, multi-dimensional problems with

significant implications for urban communities in British Columbia. These implications arise

from the role of local governments in screening the problems in their municipality, the role of

the provincial government as central authority and general manager of contaminated sites, and

from the use of the Pacific Place site experience as a role model. The implications as

individuals in the GVRD see them are highlighted in Chapter Five; the results of the municipal

survey.

The next chapter focuses on the issue of risk, particularly acceptable risk, in

contaminated site problems.
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CHAPTER 3: UNDERSTANDING RISK

3.1 WHAT IS RISK?

Risk is commonly defined in the literature as the probability that some harmful event

will occur (Canada 1990, Cox and Ricci 1989, Paustenbach 1989b, Rodricks 1992). Yet, in

many respects this definition is unsatisfactory, and narrowly construed. Funtowicz and Ravetz

(1985) among others, observe that there is considerable variability in risk definitions and

estimation techniques in the field of risk analysis. Moreover, Fischhoff, Watson and Hope

(1984) suggest that the meaning of risk has always been fraught with confusion and

controversy, and argue that no one definition is entirely correct because no risk problem is the

same as another. And cultural research suggests that there is invariably public disagreement

over what risk is and what should be done about it (Douglas and Wildaysky 1982).

It would appear that the context of risk is as important as the definition. In modern

North American culture, the word risk has been co-opted to mean danger and negative

outcomes (Douglas 1992). Risk research has also been dominated by concerns over

technological and health hazards, which tends to mask the broader spectrum of risk behaviors

in society that includes "desired risk" for example, found in many types of outdoor recreation

and gambling (Machlis and Rosa 1990).

How risk problems are framed or conceptualized can also influence how risk is

defined. These include: risks as scientific and/or economic questions, equity and fairness

problems, in terms of consequences (who is at risk), and as potential gains versus losses

(Vaughan and Seifert 1992).

In recent years, however there has been an increase in new risks fundamentally

different in both character and magnitude from those encountered in the past (Covello and
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Mumpower 1987). For many of these risks historical data is non-existent, effects are

potentially latent, long-term, irreversible, and many are derived from science and technology,

as opposed to acts of nature (Covello and Mumpower 1987). There has also been increased

interest, participation and concerns about risk from the public and special interest groups. As

a result, risk analysis and risk management activities have become increasingly politicized

(Covello and Mumpower 1987).

Moreover, improvements in science have led to a significant increase in the ability to

detect, identify and measure risks. Scientists are now routinely able to detect infinitesimally

small amounts of potentially harmful substances (Covello and Mumpower 1987). Public

health concerns are fueled by this ever-increasing quantity and availability of scientific data.

Dangers from environmental pollution are receiving far more media attention than they have in

the past, reinforcing public attention (Macdonald 1991).

3.1.1 Characteristics of Risk

Risks are multi-dimensional, and any analysis of a risk should specify which

dimensions are to be included, whether the type of harm that is the focus of study or what

issues are particularly valued in the problem (Fischhoff, Watson and Hope 1984).

Risks also have a time element. That is, risks can be immediate or delayed, cumulative

or short-term, and can affect both the current and future generations (Starr and Whipple

1982).

Furthermore, risks to health and safety can adversely affect people whether they

happen or not (Fischhoff, Watson and Hope 1984). Worrying about such threats may have

significant, measurable and undesirable impacts on people's lives (Salem, Solomon, Yesley

1980). Qualitative characteristics such as voluntariness, control, familiarity with the risk, and
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severity of consequences have been shown to affect how people react to and judge risks in

their lives (Fischhoff, Watson and Hope 1984, Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1979, and

Slovic 1987, Otway and von Winterfeldt 1982).

3.1.2 Real Risk versus Perceived Risk

There is also substantial debate and controversy in the literature over what is referred

to as perceived or subjective risk versus real or objective risk. This debate often casts

scientific and technical experts as having reasoned, objective knowledge of real risk and the

lay public as largely uninformed, emotional perceivers of risk (Huber 1987, Siddall and

Bennett 1987). However, as Funtowicz and Ravetz (1985) argue, the fundamental problem

with the phrase perceived risk is that it suggests the existence of some kind of absolute risk.

In their view, any attempt to fix a definition of absolute risk always ends up being somebody

else's perceived risk. Moreover, the notion of absolute risk implies a standard by which the

difference between experts and lay public can be attributed to a lack of public understanding

(Bradbury 1989).

Douglas (1992) argues that the reality of dangers in the modern industrial world is not

at issue; what is however, is how risks are defined and politicized. Defining risk moreover,

requires explicit value judgements that are not to exclusive to the lay public. Scientists

routinely make subjective judgements, and like the public, are not infallible to bias and

mistakes (Fischhoff, Watson and Hope 1984, and Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1979). In

many cases the lay public may have a better and richer understanding of risk than do the

experts because of their particular experiences with the problem at hand and because they

often include relevant factors omitted from expert risk assessments (Fischhoff, Watson and

Hope 1984, Slovic 1987, Van Der Pligt and De Boer 1991).
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3.1.3 Measuring and Expressing Risk

No less difficult or potentially controversial is how to measure and/or express risk.

Frequently, risks to human health are expressed as a probability statistic. While probabilities in

games of chance are subject to logical determination, the likelihood of harm to either human

or environmental health from any particular event are not. At best, the measurement of

probability remains an educated guess (Hadden 1984).

The task of measuring and expressing risk is complex and several important issues

arise. First of all, the unit of choice indicates what harm or loss is most valued. That is,

whether it expresses the number of additional cancer deaths, deaths per person exposed, loss

of life expectancy, lost working days, of contracting some other kind of illness or even by how

much a particular source caused or contributed to the health effect (Cox and Ricci 1989,

Fischhoff, Watson and Hope 1984).

Time can also be an important element. For instance, the risk can be expressed as an

annual risk or as a lifetime risk, or deaths per hour of exposure (Fischhoff, Watson and Hope

1984, Scheuplein 1993).

The population at risk is a further concern. The statistic may refer to health effects in

the general population, for individuals, or for particularly sensitive groups of individuals.

Typically however, risk is expressed in the literature as an average attributed risk that applies

to no one in particular (Scheuplein 1993).

Risks are also routinely expressed in terms of their dangers to human health and safety,

although some events can pose a threat to natural ecosystems. The potential for harm to

wildlife in contaminated site problems for instance, has been studied but only to a limited

degree (Paustenbach 1989a). Whether or not these risks are or can be expressed in a similar
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fashion (i.e. numbers of additional deaths, cancer risks), or if other measures are more

appropriate (i.e. loss of biodiversity) is not clear.

Finally, not only are low probability risks such as one-in-a-million difficult for most

people to relate to, the problem is exacerbated when risks are inappropriately compared

(Hadden 1984). As Wilson and Crouch (1987) suggest, perhaps the best course of action

involves expressing the risk in as many different ways as possible.

3.1.4 Zero Risk

In recent years social attention has turned from the more visible and obvious threats to

human health, which have been largely brought under control, to fears of the effects of small

concentrations of chemical substances (Covello and Mumpower 1987, Macdonald 1991,

Paustenbach 1989b, Wildaysky 1979). One of the outcomes of this change in focus has been

a demand by some that any risk is too high; indeed, the only tolerable risk is zero risk

(Macdonald 1991).

But is zero risk attainable, even if people think that it is desirable? The most common

argument against the notion of zero risk is that living with risk is a fact of life, whether society

likes it or not (Canada 1990, Rodricks 1992, Viscusi 1992). Furthermore, some argue that

measuring zero in a chemical analysis is either impossible or perhaps more significantly, is a

condition that is not knowable (Harris 1992, Rodricks 1992). The best that could be

concluded is that the chemical is or is not present given the current analytical method

(Rodricks 1992). Of equal importance in the argument is the point that a scientific ability to

detect the presence of a chemical in the environment bears no relationship to the degree of

risk it may pose to human health (Brookes 1990, Rodricks 1992).
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Some attempts have been made to interpret zero risk in terms of the de minimus

principle (Harris 1992). That is, that extremely low risks are trivial and need not be

controlled. However, this too raises a number of questions and concerns. How low is too

low? Under what circumstances should a risk be considered trifling or not worthy of

attention? Although the concept is attractive, it is hard to develop a de minimus risk level

that is acceptable to all of society (Canada 1990).

If zero risk is unattainable, society must face the inevitability of making trade-offs in

risk problems. Making trade-offs recognizes that society does not have infinite resources to

spend on greater and greater reductions of risk in all circumstances (Brookes 1990, Rodricks

1992, Viscusi 1992). Furthermore, the pursuit of an impossible goal of eliminating all risks

ignores the prospect that even greater risks may be created through zero-risk policies and

regulations (Brookes 1990, Wildaysky 1979).

3.2 WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE RISK?

One of the basic issues in an analysis and understanding of risk in society is the

concept of acceptable risk. The fundamental question that acceptable risk addresses is, "how

safe is safe enough?" (Covello and Menkes 1982, Derby and Keeney 1981, Fischhoff et al.

1981). However, as Derby and Keeney (1981) conclude, the question does not have an

answer per se. Rather, they argue that it is a component of complex, sociotechnical risk

problems.

Acceptable risk is addressed in three generic categories in the literature. That is,

acceptable risk can be variously interpreted as a technical problem, as a social problem, and as

a decision problem. A particular interpretation of risk can be identified in each category and

each raises, as the following analysis shows, a number of challenging questions and concerns.
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3.2.1 Acceptable Risk as a Technical Problem

Acceptable risk as a technical problem is a product of the scientific roots of modern

risk analysis (Bradbury 1989, Covello and Mumpower 1987, Fiorino 1989b, Fischer 1991).

Disciplines such as mathematics, statistics, engineering, economics and epidemiology figure

prominently in the traditional approach to acceptable risk problems (Fiorino 1989b). The

pioneering psychometric studies of expert and lay public risk perceptions by Slovic and

associates, although pointing to a broader, multi-dimensional concept of risk, nevertheless

originate from the technical concept of risk (Bradbury 1989).

The technical interpretation of acceptable risk is fundamentally shaped and supported

by a widespread, modern belief in technological progress (Fischer 1991). Science and

technology now literally drive the modern industrial economy and extend into virtually every

area of social and political life (Fischer 1991). Although scientific and technical experts are

formally subordinate to political decision-makers, their world view and decision techniques

play a prominent role in informing contemporary governance processes (Fischer 1991).

The risk debate focuses on technical factors and emphasizes values of rationality,

efficiency and expertise (Fiorino 1989b, Fischer 1991). Furthermore, it is believed that the

"irrationality" of political arguments need to be countered with rationally demonstrable

scientific data (Fischer 1991). Because it focuses on expertise, it is elitist and searches for its

consensus and validity in the scientific and technical community (Fiorino 1989b).

Objective standards are used for determining the acceptability of risk, through formal

models based in quantitative data (Fiorino 1989b). Risk is viewed in linear and aggregate

terms, as the product of probability and consequences, determined primarily through the

process of risk assessment (Bradbury 1989, Fiorino 1989b, Fischer 1991). In fact acceptable

risk is frequently debated and expressed as a single numerical entity, such as an individual

lifetime risk of one-in-a-million (10-6 or less), or within a range such as one-in-a-thousand to
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one-in-a-million (10-3 to 10 -6) for example (Travis and Hattemer-Frey 1988, Travis et al.

1987).

An objective interpretation of risk separates fact and value issues, and argues that

physical risks exist independently of their social context (Fischer 1991, Wynne 1980). The

goal ultimately, is to isolate and measure the objective probabilities of technical failure in

terms of their physical properties (Fischer 1991).

However, the technical interpretation of acceptable risk has been criticized on a

number of grounds. In particular, the following shortcomings are identified:

• Risk and acceptable risk as observable, measurable physical facts are inappropriately

and too narrowly defined. A number of authors argue that risk is not a neutral

phenomenon but is social in origin, character and effects (Bradbury 1989, Fiorino

1989b, Fischer 1991). Furthermore, since the acceptability and distribution of risks

involve questions of differing values, acceptable risk decisions must take into account

the political, social and ethical as well as the technical aspects of the problem

(Bradbury 1989).

• Science and technology cannot be viewed as value-free or as so-called objective reality

(Bradbury 1989). In scientific analysis, specific empirical assumptions are made and

human judgement routinely required, so it is misleading to assume that risk

identification and estimation represent value-neutral activities (Bradbury 1989, Fischer

1991).

• Many authors are also critical of the inferior value ascribed to the lay publics'

assessments of risk. As Bradbury (1989) and Fiorino (1989b) observe, technical and

analytical values are frequently judged in risk problems to be more legitimate than lay

values, and reinforces the role of the experts as the sole possessors of accurate facts.

However, as they and others (Fischer 1991) argue, such an assertion is sociologically
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uninformed. Technical events and assessments are located within the broader cultural

and social context, and do not exist independently of people who assess and

experience them (Bradbury 1989, Fischer 1991).

3.2.2 Acceptable Risk as a Social Problem

Acceptable risk as a social problem is somewhat less clearly defined than the technical

perspective. This is due in part to the fact that social influences in risk analysis are more

recent and less explicit, and also in part because acceptable risk as a social problem

incorporates a broad spectrum of theory and research including democratic, cultural, social,

psychological, ethical and political (Bradbury 1989, Douglas and Wildaysky 1982, Fiorino

1989b, Fischer 1991, Rayner 1992, Renn 1992a, Renn 1992b, Short 1984).

In general, the social perspective recognizes the value-embedded nature of acceptable

risk and focuses on the social institutions and cultural context in which they are assessed and

managed (Bradbury 1989). Risk, in this view, is one way of classifying a whole series of

complex interactions and relationships between people, and between people and nature

((Rayner and Cantor 1987).

While proponents agree that technical knowledge and analysis is important in

informing acceptable risk decisions, they argue that such analyses, coupled with improved

communication of empirical findings, are insufficient to address the problem (Bradbury 1989,

Fischer 1991). The social perspective maintains that acceptable risk decision-making in a

democracy is not a math problem (Cleland-Hamnett 1993). Democratic participation by expert

as well as by the lay public is fundamental in this view; and the challenge is to find ways to

more comprehensively and meaningfully integrate technical and social data (Bradbury 1989,

Fiorino 1989b, Fischer 1991).
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The social perspective also seeks to incorporate a broad range of values and concerns.

Issues such as equity, trust, consent (acceptable to those who must bear the consequences),

fiduciary and moral responsibility, and fairness are particularly important (Fiorino 1989b,

Fischer 1991, Krimsky and Plough 1988, Rayner and Cantor 1987, Short 1984).

Furthermore, the key issue is not that there are differences in values, but how to critically

compare the competing claims as to what constitutes risk when such a diversity of values

exists (Bradbury 1989).

The social perspective of acceptable risk however, faces a number of challenges.

Some of these are:

• Although in concept democratic participation is desirable, it is difficult to define

exactly how much, by whom and what kind of participation is optimum. And in the

broad sense, identifying the will of the people is difficult and elusive (Salem, Solomon,

Yesley 1980). With some exceptions (see Fiorino 1989a, Fiorino 1989b, Fischer

1991), the literature is also lacking in practical ways to move towards more

democratic decision-making in acceptable risk problems.

• Institutional barriers are another challenge for a social interpretation of acceptable risk.

The current North American democratic model is characterized by an electoral process

that offers periodic opportunities to replace governance by one set of elites with

another (Fiorino 1989b). The classical theory of an informed, responsible electorate

embracing democratic ideals hardly fits the reality (Fiorino 1989b). The success of a

more democratically, participatory structured process depends in many respects on

profound institutional and political change (Fischer 1991, O'Riordan, Kemp and

Purdue 1985).

• Risk analysis has its roots, support and legitimacy in science and technology (Short

1984). With so much of the field dominated and driven by the technical perspective,
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social and cultural concerns have rarely been considered a part of the exercise and as a

consequence have often been discounted, hidden or trivialized (Fischer 1991, Short

1984).

• The social interpretation also lacks a relatively cohesive or identifiable means of

measuring social or cultural acceptability of risk (Renn 1992a). Unlike the technical,

this perspective seems to lack a common denominator. Furthermore, who gets to

decide which social construction of reality is more valid than another? Renn (1992a)

suggests that a novel and integrative framework is necessary to capture the full extent

of social experience of risk in a society with competing value claims; one capable of

offering a meta-perspective of the various concepts.

3.2.3 Acceptable Risk as a Decision Problem

Acceptable risk as a decision problem is largely defined and established by the work of

Fischhoff et al. (1981), but is also directly or indirectly supported by other research (Derby

and Keeney 1981, Keeney 1992, von Winterfeldt 1992).

In this interpretation, the acceptable risk decision requires a choice among alternative

options, one of which includes a threat to life or health among its consequences (Fischhoff et

al. 1981). The choice of the option depends on a compliment of values and beliefs - social and

technical, and recognizes that acceptable options are situation specific (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

Furthermore, whether formal or informal, the approach has five interdependent steps. That is,

it must: specify objectives, define possible options, identify consequences of each option,

specify desirability of the consequences, and select the best option (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

Value judgements and uncertainties encountered in specific acceptable risk decision

problems are explicitly recognized. It is believed that experts should not control technological
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choices in society but the public and their political representatives are not sufficiently informed

to assume complete control themselves (von Winterfeldt 1992). The complexities of these

decisions therefore, requires a multiple stakeholder approach (von Winterfeldt 1992).

In contrast to the technical and social interpretations of acceptable risk, this

perspective does not advocate a particular problem definition or context. Acceptable risk as a

technical problem casts acceptable risk in scientific and technical terms while acceptable risk

as a social problem focuses on social and cultural issues. The decision problem perspective

seeks to clarify facts and values, regardless of origin (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

Similar to the social interpretation, acceptable risk as a decision problem recognizes

that there can be no single all-purpose number or objective standard that expresses acceptable

risk for society. At best, as Fischhoff et al. (1981) suggest, one can hope to find the most

acceptable alternative for a specific risk problem.

The decision problem perspective also faces a number of challenges. Some of these

are:

• Short (1984) argues that acceptable risk problems, like many other social problems

may never be completely and finally "solved". To the extent that this perspective

assumes that acceptable risk problems need only be studied objectively and rationally

(via its generic five step process) in order for solutions to become apparent, it is

misleading and suspect (Short 1984).

• Derby and Keeney (1981) identify a number of difficulties that may be encountered in

the five step decision process. Objectives and alternative courses of action may not be

readily apparent, difficult to define or excluded entirely from the decision process for

reasons not bearing directly on the problem itself. Furthermore, consequences of

particular alternatives may be uncertain and collecting relevant, supportive data may
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prove a formidable task. Finally, assessing the alternatives and identifying the best

option can be an extremely involved process and raise a number of difficult issues such

as how to resolve conflicting preferences.

. Although for different reasons perhaps, institutional structures may be as much a

barrier to viewing acceptable risk as a decision problem as it is for the social

perspective. The dominance of the technical perspective in risk problems and risk

decision-making is a significant obstacle to framing the problem differently.

3.2.4 Which Interpretation is Most Advantageous?

Regardless of how acceptable risk is cast, that is, as a technical problem, as a social

problem, or as a decision problem, a few key issues emerge. Acceptable risk problems, as the

preceding analysis indicates, are characterized and challenged by policy-related science issues,

uncertain facts, disputed values, high stakes and the inevitability of trade-offs (Bradbury 1989,

Viscusi 1992). Given the plurality of factors in acceptable risk problems, how then should

the problem be cast, and furthermore, how should acceptable risk decisions be made?

Salem, Solomon and Yesley's (1980) conclusion that no single theory or model

incorporates all of the important factors in acceptable risk problems, is not incompatible with

Fischhoff et al. (1981) who argue that no one approach is infallible, and that no single

solution to acceptable risk problems is available. These same authors and others (Rayner and

Cantor 1987) call for a broad, interdisciplinary approach.

Unquestionably, all three interpretations have weaknesses. However, acceptable risk

as a decision problem has the most promise because it explicitly allows for multiple factors

and stakeholders, and implicitly seeks to bridge the fact and value issues so critical to

acceptable risk problems. As is apparent in the next section however, deciding how to decide
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in acceptable risk problems is no less difficult than determining what kind of problem it is in

the first place.

3.3 DECIDING WHEN RISK IS ACCEPTABLE

A fundamental question in acceptable risk decision-making is "acceptable to whom?".

However, decision makers using different approaches, believing different information, or

considering different options make quite different decisions regarding what options and their

associated risks to accept (Fischhoff et al. 1981). As a result, "acceptable to whom?" is

variously dependent on the decision maker and how the problem is defined, the approach

selected (and perhaps why it was selected, using what criteria), and the specifics of the risk

problem itself (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

As Fischhoff et al. (1981) conclude, given the lack of rules for decision-making in

acceptable risk problems and little consensus about methods, it's difficult to say how these

decisions are being made. A number of techniques and approaches are described and critiqued

in the literature, and need not be repeated in detail here. Perhaps of greater importance is

noting how the approaches are grouped, which techniques dominate, what aspects the

approaches conspicuously exclude, and the significance for acceptable risk problems.

3.3.1 Families of Decision -Making Approaches

Fischhoff et al. (1981) identify three families of decision-making approaches that they

conclude are archetypal - categories that encompass a broad range of strategy-oriented

approaches under which a number of techniques fall. The categories are: formal analysis,
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professional judgement and bootstrapping. It quickly becomes apparent in their analysis

however, that the categories are not conceptually distinct; there is a degree of overlap.

Approaches in the formal analysis category assume that intellectual techniques can be

used to solve acceptable risk problems (Fischhoff et al. 1981). Cost-benefit analysis and

decision analysis are highlighted in this category. Although no particular approach is

associated with the professional judgement category, it is distinguished by a reliance on the

judgement of technical experts most knowledgeable in a field (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

Bootstrapping approaches to acceptable risk decision-making are based on the premise that a

reasonable balance between risks and benefits can be achieved through hands-on experience,

wherein past practices are used as a guide for future action (Fischhoff et al. 1981). The

revealed-preferences and natural-standards approaches are two members of this category

(Fischhoff et al. 1981). The overlap in categories can occur in a number of ways. For

instance, formal analyses require a large element of professional judgement, and bootstrapping

requires measurement techniques that resemble those of formal analyses (Fischhoff et al.

1981).

Other approaches identified in the literature that could be considered part of the

Fischhoff et al. formal analyses category are benefit-cost analysis and benefit-risk analysis

(Covello and Menkes 1982, Cox and Ricci 1989).

Although Fischhoff et al. (1981) assess the merits of the categories according to a

comprehensive set of criteria, they do not directly grapple with or question the dominant,

technical orientation to acceptable risk decision-making inherent in most of the approaches

they identify. This may explain, at least in part, why their categories do not explicitly address

the integration of the lay public into acceptable risk decision-making called for in the social

and cultural literature (see Bradbury 1989, Fiorino 1989a, Fiorino 1989b and Fiorino 1990,

Fischer 1991).
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3.3.2 A Dichotomy of Approaches

A number of authors classify acceptable risk decision-making approaches in two

contrasting groups. Fiorino (1989b) refers to these as technical and democratic approaches,

Lathrop (1982) describes them as prescriptive and descriptive, and Starr and Whipple (1982)

identify them as analytic and judgemental. The technical/prescriptive/analytic group have a

technical interpretation of risk, while the democratic/descriptive/judgemental group have a

social and cultural perspective.

All the authors identify shortcomings of the two perspectives of risk and seek to

reconcile the groups of approaches in some way. Uniquely, Lathrop (1982) argues that any

improvement in the approaches would not be as important as it would be to organize the

decision-making process so that the risks of the actual decision alternatives are directly

compared. He moves beyond the prescriptive/descriptive dichotomy and advocates a

decision-focused approach that provides a structured framework for the risk problem, which

is sensitive to the political and social process. Fiorino (1989b) suggests that the focus should

be on an improved understanding of the democratic model and on how to reconcile the two

perspectives of risk. Specifically he recommends: a reassessment of the current mechanisms

for citizen participation as well as design and experimentation with new institutional forms, a

reevaluation of reliance on analytic models, and an adaptation of analytic models in current

use so that they incorporate lay values more effectively. Although Starr and Whipple (1982)

clearly favor analytic approaches, they also conclude that some degree of social and political

consensus is a necessary condition for effective acceptable risk decision-making.

3.3.3 Risk Assessment Approaches

Risk assessment is perhaps the most commonly known and widely applied approach in

acceptable risk problems, and yet it's interpretation and methodology varies considerably
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depending on the agency, legislation, purpose and available resources, among others (Canada

1991, Patton 1993). The term itself has been used broadly to refer to: an entire process, from

scientific investigation through to monitoring of a final decision (Greer-Wootten 1980,

Krewski 1987, Rowe 1980); collectively, a number of analytic techniques to appraise risk

(Lathrop 1982); a standards-setting approach (McDonald 1991); and a specific part of an

overall hazard management process (Canada 1990, Patton 1993, Paustenbach 1989b).

Most risk assessment models have two distinct components; that is, a risk assessment

process and a risk management process, although the terminology and specific action may

vary (see Canada 1991, Krewski 1987, Patton 1993, and Paustenbach 1989b). Furthermore, a

fundamental goal of most of these models is to clearly separate the so-called domain of

science (risk assessment) from the domain of social policy (risk management) (Patton (1993).

Whether or not such a delineation is possible or even desirable is rigorously debated in the

literature (Fischer 1991, Goldstein 1993, Jasanoff 1993, Patton 1993, Rodricks 1992, Rowe

1980).

The National Academy of Science (NAS) model in the United States and the Canadian

Health and Welfare model are perhaps typical of risk assessment/risk management approaches.

These models are illustrated in Table 2 on the following page.

In the NAS model, risk assessment is described as a scientific process and risk

management as a regulatory process - dependent in part on the results of the risk assessment

(Patton 1993, Paustenbach 1989b). The Canadian model is not as explicit in the distinction

between science and policy in the risk assessment and risk management components, but it is

clearly dominated by a scientific and technical orientation (see Canada 1990, Canada 1991).

This is evident in the extent of analysis deemed appropriate in the risk assessment component.

For instance, while risk assessment in the American model is designed to reach specific

conclusions about the overall risk (called "risk characterization"), the Canadian model goes
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TABLE 2: Summary Comparison of Canadian and NAS Risk Assessment Models
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ft
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Human Exposure
Evaluation Data

Risk Management

Sources: Canada (1990), Canada (1991), Patton (1993)
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two steps further by explicitly including the development and assessment of options (Canada

1990, Canada 1991, Patton 1993). The risk management process takes over only at the

decision point (Canada 1990, Canada 1991).

Risk assessment approaches however, have been widely criticized. A fundamental

concern is that they are rooted in the technical and scientific model of rational decision

making, which tends to cast acceptable risk as a technical problem (Fischer 1991). The

technical orientation seeks to isolate risk as a physical entity, within a value-neutral context

that ignores, undervalues or dominates social and cultural concerns (Fischer 1991, Rodricks

1992). Fischer (1991) argues that to the extent that risk assessment miscasts the problem as

technical and underplays the larger normative concerns, the approaches themselves become a

source of risk.

It is also believed that the variability of assessments needs to be more readily

acknowledged (Patton 1993). There is no one standard risk assessment approach that can be

counted on to come up with the "right answer". Reasons for variability include the use of

different risk assessment approaches, contributions from a variety of disciplines, and the

uncertainties inherent in science (Patton 1993).

In addition, a major source of debate is the fact (science) - value (social policy)

distinction. But can facts and values be clearly and deliberately separated in risk assessment

approaches? Although acceptable risk problems are greatly clarified when facts and values

can be separated, such a clear-cut separation is often impossible (Fischhoff et al. 1981).

Beliefs about the facts of the risk problem shape social values, and those values in turn shape

the facts that are sought after and how they are interpreted (Fischhoff et al. 1981, Wynne

1980). Those who argue that risk assessment must be separated from risk management point

to knowable laws of nature and the necessity to be free of political interference (Goldstein

1993). Others argue that risk assessment is not a purely scientific, mechanical activity, but
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one that requires subjective, value-laden judgements sensitive to policy context (Hattis and

Kennedy 1986, Jasanoff 1993).

Inherent in the fact-value debate is the question of who should be involved and at what

step in the process. The argument for a clear separation of science and social policy is

implicitly an argument for an expert-driven risk assessment process, and a policy driven risk

management process based in part on an expert interpretation of the problem. Cleland-

Hamlett (1993) and Fischer (1991) in particular, argue for broader and deeper inputs in risk

assessment than has been the case in the past. Fischer (1991) argues that a wider range of

stakeholders must be built into the entire risk assessment approach, from the initial problem

definition through to the interpretation of the resulting risk estimates. The advantages are

twofold. Stakeholders' experiential knowledge is built into the analytical process, and the

issue of public legitimation is addressed (Fischer 1991).

3.3.4 Standards-Based Approaches

Standards-based approaches are commonly used ways of managing hazardous

activities and technologies, but just as there is no single risk assessment approach in

determining acceptable risk, there is no one type of standards-based approach. Processes,

methodologies, purposes and applications vary widely (de Koning 1987, Diver 1980,

Fischhoff 1984, Franson, Franson and Lucas 1982, McDonald 1991). Similarly, the term

standard is variously interpreted. A standard can mean a specific type of regulatory control or

measure, such as environmental quality or ambient standards, exposure standards, and/or

biological standards, for instance (de Koning 1987, Franson, Franson and Lucas 1982). Or it

can be used to represent a broader process or decision-making approach (Fischhoff 1984,

McDonald 1991).
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Regardless of application, standards-based approaches tend to have a number of

common characteristics. First of all, standards pass judgement on individual courses of action,

and categorize them as "pass" or "no pass" (Fischhoff 1984). In order to be acceptable

therefore, conditions must meet or better the standard.

Standards also represent top-down policy, and a set of rules to which all situations in

the particular jurisdiction must conform (Diver 1980, Fischhoff 1984). The same fixed rules,

expressing a particular set of values apply regardless of the situation. As a result, trade-offs

are considered only when the standards are set (Fischhoff 1984).

Thirdly, standards may be written or oral, legally enforceable, represent official policy,

and/or simply represent customary and expected behaviour (Diver 1980, McDonald 1991).

Finally, and in theory, standards are set using two similar and somewhat generic

processes, as follows (see McDonald 1991). The first is an ambient-emission standard

process that starts with the pollution-receiving environment and works backward to individual

contaminant limits. The second is referred to as a risk assessment-risk management process

that starts with the substance that poses a risk, and works backward to each of the individual

sources of the substance to manage the risk.

As decision-making approaches in acceptable risk problems however, standards-based

approaches face a number of challenges and criticisms.

When acceptable risk is defined by a standard, it implies that society is satisfied with

the specified level or measure (Fischhoff 1984). Although the standard may have on

appearance the advantage of being visible and fair (it applies to everyone), whether it in fact

reflects what is important in the problem is another matter. Standards in Canada typically are

the result of bargaining between government and industry, or between experts, behind closed-

doors (McDonald 1991). This raises an important question about the role of the general
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public and whether the interests of society as a whole are taken into account (see Franson,

Franson and Lucas 1982).

Standards-based approaches are also limited in that the standard is the only option

considered. If better options to acceptable risk problems become available, they are not

typically reviewed. A reliance on standards may mean that all specified actions are accepted

or none judged adequate (Fischhoff 1984).

Finally, to the extent that standards-based approaches are technical, objective

processes, they bear the limitations and concerns of a technically driven perspective of

acceptable risk problems (see Bradbury 1989, Fiorino 1989b, Fischer 1991). And to the

extent that standards are copied (or not) from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, inequities may be

created and mistakes repeated.

3.3.5 Mechanisms to Incorporate the Lay Public

A number of authors argue effectively for a more democratic approach to decision-

making in acceptable risk problems (see Bradbury 1989, Fiorino 1989a, Fiorino 1989b,

Fischer 1991). At the centre of this argument is the need for meaningful and direct

participation by the lay public. The dilemma however, is that neither the need or public

expectations are matched by political and institutional realities (Fiorino 1989a). Furthermore,

processes for incorporating public views into acceptable risk problems are rarely studied and

only occasionally tested (Fiorino 1990). To a large degree, these difficulties can be attributed

to the dominant technocratic approach to acceptable risk problems, which often views the

public as an unwelcome intrusion into the decision-making process (Fischer 1991, Fiorino

1989b, Renn 1992b, Webler and Johnson 1991).
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There are a number of mechanisms identified in the literature that can be used to

incorporate public views in acceptable risk decision-making. The most commonly mentioned

approaches are public hearings, citizen panels, negotiation, and referenda.

Public hearings are a broad but familiar category of approaches, that have been used

for a wide variety of purposes and frequently mandated in local planning functions (Fiorino

1990).

Citizen panels are modeled after lay juries, and hear testimony, question technical and

administrative experts, deliberate over the issues and reach a conclusion (Fiorino 1989a,

Fiorino 1990, Crosby, Kelly and Schaefer 1986, Renn, Webler and Johnson 1991).

Negotiation approaches use the models and techniques of mediation and dispute

resolution to reach consensus on issues of concern to the various affected interests (Fiorino

1989a, Fiorino 1990, Fischer 1991, OECD 1979). An example and recent innovation in the

State of Washington called the Growth Management Hearings Boards, is based on dispute

resolution techniques and is intended to more directly involve the lay public in local

environmental and planning issues (Washington State 1993).

Referenda and related strategies such as initiatives and surveys, are intended to poll the

general public on their views regarding a particular issue (Fiorino 1990, OECD 1979).

Each approach is more or less appropriate and/or useful depending on the particular

problem at hand. Regardless of the approach, citizen participation mechanisms face a number

of challenges.

First of all, the concept of citizen participation means different things to different

people, and is fraught with controversy regarding the nature, degree of and mechanisms for

participation (Fiorino 1989a, OECD 1979). Typically, citizens are marginalized in risk
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debates, placed in reactive positions, and rarely is power shared or policy codetermined

(Fiorino 1989a).

Secondly, who is the public? The general public does not speak with one voice; it is

comprised of numerous elements and interests that are more or less affected (OECD 1979).

Yet, general representation in acceptable risk problems is necessary to reduce manipulation by

special interest groups and to ensure that the broader community values are incorporated

(Crosby, Kelly and Schaefer 1986).

Participatory approaches also face a powerful and familiar argument; that the lay

public is incapable of understanding and responsibly judging complex risk problems (Fischer

1991). Furthermore, these approaches are criticized by many as expensive, time-consuming,

inefficient and unscientific (Fischer 1991). Yet, others recognize important advantages in

public involvement, such as the identification and clarification of important issues frequently

obscured in technical analyses of risk problems, and the greater likelihood that research

findings and decisions will be accepted (Fischer 1991, OECD 1979, Renn 1992b, Webler and

Johnson 1991).

3.3.6 Which Approach is Best?

This overview of approaches from the literature shows that some dominate acceptable

risk decision-making while others are less favored. Moreover, the analysis is complicated by

inconsistent terminology and varying interpretations of methodologies and processes. It's also

difficult at times to make clear distinctions between techniques that are intended to inform

decision makers and approaches that could be considered actual decision-making models. A

notable example is risk assessment/risk management, which is variously interpreted and
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applied. How then, can appropriate decision-making approaches be selected in acceptable risk

problems?

Many authors agree that no one approach to acceptable risk decision-making is best or

useful in all cases (Fischhoff et al. 1981, Rowe 1980, O'Riordan, Kemp and Purdue 1985).

Moreover, a combination of approaches may be necessary (Rowe 1980).

Perhaps the most important factor is how the acceptable risk problem is cast in the

first place. Bradbury (1989) suggests that the critical task in policy development is problem

structuring. She argues that if the problem is not structured appropriately, policy failures are

likely to result and energies wasted solving the wrong problem. Whether acceptable risk is

cast as a technical problem, as a social problem or as a decision problem will directly influence

which decision-making approaches and consequently which solutions are considered

appropriate.

Fischhoff et al. (1981) advocate developing evaluative criteria that are desirable in an

approach and weighing the capabilities of different approaches. This suggests a degree of

flexibility in choosing approaches; that is, they should be situation and problem specific.

Similarly, Salem, Solomon and Yesley (1980) recommend a goal-oriented approach, that is,

deciding what is important in the problem and in an approach.

There is also a strong argument and call for a more democratic approach to acceptable

risk decision-making that should not be ignored. Several authors advocate a reexamination of

the dominant approaches and institutional change to incorporate a broader range of political

interests and social concerns (Bradbury 1989, Fiorino 1989a, Fischer 1991, Rayner and

Cantor 1987).

The answer to "what approach and when?" is not easy to determine. There are

innumerable factors that complicate the issue as the preceding analysis indicates.
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Furthermore, decision makers are faced with the real possibility that acceptable risk will

forever change its meaning. For this reason, O'Riordan, Kemp and Purdue (1985) conclude

that acceptable risk should only be regarded as a guide, and its operational value best revealed

through mechanisms that encourage informed dialogue and public debate.

3.4 SUMMARY: ACCEPTABLE RISK IN CONTAMINATED SITE PROBLEMS

The dilemma of "how safe is safe enough?" is not unique to contaminated site

problems. Acceptable risk is an issue that is at the heart of much of the current debate over

technological progress and many of the environmental and human health concerns in society

(Fischhoff et al. 1981, Fischer 1991). Furthermore, society seems to have undergone a

revolution in the creation and identification of hazards and a growing commitment to bring

them under societal control (Fischhoff et al. 1981, McDonald 1991).

In many ways, the multi-dimensional nature of contaminated site problems only serves

to bring into sharper focus a pressing need to structure the problem well. Acceptable risk is a

significant component of these problems, with no universally identifiable solution. What is

acceptable moreover, is complicated by how the problem is cast and what decision-making

approaches are considered appropriate. Furthermore, the factors that influence these

decisions must be seen in their larger social and political context.

The next chapter looks at how acceptable risk in contaminated site problems in British

Columbia is currently addressed and the implications for urban communities.
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CHAPTER 4: PACIFIC PLACE SITE CRITERIA

4.1 CRITERIA CONSIST OF TWO TYPES OF APPROACHES

The British Columbia Ministry of Environment developed the Pacific Place site criteria

as part of a provincial agreement to clean up residual contamination at the former EXPO '86

property in Vancouver (Corns 1992). These criteria address human and environmental health

effects from contaminated soil and groundwater, and consist of two related but different

approaches. These are: the numerical contaminant concentration standards and a risk

assessment/risk management approach (see British Columbia 1990a, British Columbia 1991e).

Although the criteria were originally developed in response to the Pacific Place

development site, they were concurrently established as provincial criteria and are consistent

with national standards developed by the CCME, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the

Environment (British Columbia 1991d, Corns 1992, Golder Associates Ltd. 1993, R. Zapf-

Gilje, personal communication, 1993).

4.1.1 Origins of the Criteria

The Pacific Place site criteria were derived from multiple sources. These include: the

Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, the Netherlands, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the

Environment, the United States EPA (Environmental Protection Agency), and in consultation

with public health and environmental experts (British Columbia 1989, Corns 1992, Karch &

Associates Inc. 1992).

The numerical contaminant concentration standards, also referred to as an ABC

system, that is, A through C values of contamination based on land use, are adopted from a

similar model in the Netherlands and the Province of Quebec (Karch & Associates Inc. 1992).
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The Ministry of Environment also uses a standard risk assessment framework (see Morgan

1981 for a discussion of generic approaches to risk assessment). This framework is largely

based on the United States EPA model, and the Ministry has provided default values and

assumptions for calculations of exposure (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993, Golder

Associates Ltd. 1993, R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication 1993). The Ministry is

currently exploring a new risk assessment model for the British Columbia context however,

which will likely take a probabilistic approach (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993,

Golder Associates Ltd. 1993).

4.1.2 Relationship between the Two Types of Approaches

Site owners can select either the numerical contaminant concentration standards or the

risk assessment/risk management approach to manage a contaminated site in British Columbia

(see British Columbia 1989, Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993).

Typically, the numerical standards approach is used in cases where contaminants can

be excavated and removed, although the method was also used on the Pacific Place

development site when soils were moved from one parcel to another for interim storage

(British Columbia 1990a, Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993). The risk assessment/risk

management approach is more likely to be used in cases where the contaminants cannot be

removed and must be managed in place, when addressing site specific issues is important, or

when contamination covers a large geographical area and risk assessment may impose less of

an economic and/or technical burden than the numerical standards (British Columbia 1990a,

Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993, R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication, 1993).

Regardless of which approach is selected however, the numerical standards are

generically used as the initial site assessment criteria (see British Columbia 1991b, R. Zapf-
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Gilje, personal communication, 1993), and in this sense can be considered the foundation of

the provincial criteria for managing contaminated sites in British Columbia (Dr. Fox, personal

communication, 1993). If remediation of a site is required based on subsequent

investigations, either the numerical standards or the risk assessment/risk management

approaches may be selected (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication, 1993).

4.2 NUMERICAL CONTAMINANT CONCENTRATION STANDARDS

The numerical standards define a concentration limit for a variety of individual,

carcinogenic chemical substances within an ABC land use based system; mixtures of the

substances are not considered (Karch & Associates Inc. 1992). A table of about one hundred

of these substances identifies limits for both soil and groundwater, although the groundwater

standards are based on an AB system, distinct from the ABC land use system (see British

Columbia 1990a, British Columbia 1991a). Acceptable daily intake of non-carcinogenic

substances are determined by the Ministry of Environment and are not included in these

standards (British Columbia 1990a, Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993).

The ABC system triggers certain actions depending on the specified land use. See

Table 3 on the next page for a summary of this approach. The "A" designation represents

residential, recreational and agricultural land use; "B" represents soils suitable for commercial

or industrial uses; "C" indicates significant soil contamination, requiring remediation for any

use (British Columbia 1991b, Karch & Associates Inc. 1992). "D" is special waste, and in a

sense is in separate category on its own.

How a site owner meets the numerical standards is in many respects a business

decision. That is, the Ministry of Environment dictates acceptable contaminant concentration

levels (via the numerical standards) and it is essentially up to the owner to determine the most
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Table 3: The ABC System of Soil Quality

LAND USE:^Residential, Recreational,^Commercial,^Remediation required
^

Potentially
Agricultural
^

Industrial
^

for any use^Hazardous

STANDARD:^A
^

B
^

C
^

D

SOILS:
Natural or native soils^Soil quality slightly^Soil quality more^Soil with significant

^Special waste.
and subsoils.^degraded.^degraded. Unsuitable^concentrations of

for residential use.^undesirable substances.

CATEGORIES OF CONTAMINANTS (100+ chemicals specified in a table in parts per million, by land use type - A,B or C):
1. Heavy Metals
2. Other Inorganics
3. Monocyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (MAHs)
4. Phenolic Compounds
5. Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
6. Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
7. Pesticides

Sources: British Columbia (1990a), British Columbia (1991b), British Columbia (1991d).



cost effective remediation techniques and to demonstrate to the Ministry that the standards

have been met (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993). Although a number of factors are

considered in the selection of remediation options, cost, proven technology, practicality and

ability to implement the option, and time frame (how long will it take to remediate the site

using the option) are among the most important (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication,

1993). The site remediation process generally involves three key parties; that is, the site

owner, a consultant, and the Ministry of Environment.

4.3 RISK ASSESSMENT/RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACH

The risk assessment is site specific and encompasses: identifying the chemicals of

concern, an exposure assessment, a toxicity assessment, risk characterization, a qualitative

environmental assessment, and when necessary, implementation of risk management (Dr. Fox,

personal communication, 1993, Golder Associates Ltd. 1993, Soils Remediation Group

1992b). See Table 4 on the following page for a summary of this approach.

A provincial standard of acceptable risk for carcinogenic risks and a hazard quotient

for non-carcinogenic risks applies generically to all contaminated sites where risk

assessment/risk management is used (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993). These

policies are discussed in more detail in the next section, 4.4 How do the Criteria Address

Acceptable Risk?

Similar to the numerical standards approach, how the site owner meets the acceptable

risk standard is basically a business decision, and the owner must obtain agreement from the

Ministry of Environment that the remediation solution meets the standard (Dr. Fox, personal

communication, 1993). Typically the risk assessment is handled by a consultant who acts as

advocate and advisor to the site owner and liaises with the Ministry of Environment to ensure

that the provincial requirements are met (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993).
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Table 4: Risk Assessment/Risk Management Approach

Problem
Identification

4
Risk Assessment

Stakeholder
,U,

^Consultation
Risk

Evaluation <=>
Risk

Communication

4

  

--->^--->

T

—>^-->
Risk

Management
Options

tl
Risk Assessment

T
11 Risk Assessment of Stakeholder

"t Remedial Options kl Consultation
Risk Evaluation Risk

T^n <=> Communication
Review

4

  

Implement
Management

Option

,U.
Monitor and

Evaluate Results

Source: Golder Associates Ltd. (1993).
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4.4 HOW DO THE CRITERIA ADDRESS ACCEPTABLE RISK?

The Pacific Place site criteria address human health and environmental impacts in

contaminated site problems in two different ways, depending on which of the two approaches,

numerical contaminant concentration standards or risk assessment/risk management, are used.

4.4.1 Numerical Standards Define Acceptable Concentration Limits

The numerical contaminant concentration standards determine acceptable residual

concentration limits, by contaminant type, to prevent detrimental effects to human health and

the environment (see British Columbia 1989). The extent to which the current numerical

standards are risk-based is unclear, although one individual suggests that future revisions will

likely ensure that the standards are based on risk assessments (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal

communication, 1993). As a result, it is difficult to say at this time that this approach directly

addresses or sets a standard of acceptable risk.

4.4.2 Risk Assessment Uses a Probability Statistic and a Hazard Quotient

The risk assessment/risk management approach uses a probability statistic and/or a

hazard quotient to express acceptable risk in contaminated site problems. The risks are

characterized for individual exposures to individual chemicals for both carcinogenic and non-

carcinogenic chemicals (Golder Associates Ltd. 1993). Carcinogenic risks are then expressed

as excess individual lifetime risks of contracting cancer while non-carcinogenic risks are

expressed as non-cancer hazard quotients that compare calculated exposure doses to

published safe reference doses (Golder Associates Ltd. 1993). The hazard quotient

incorporates a broad range of health hazards, other than cancer (Dr. Fox, personal

communication, 1993).
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The Ministry of Environment specifies an acceptable risk standard applicable to

contaminated sites throughout the province. The policy is actually a range of acceptability,

whereby the maximum lifetime cancer risk will not exceed seven-in-one-million (7 x 10- 6),

although one-in-one-million (10- 6) is desirable (see British Columbia 1990a, Dr. Fox, personal

communication, 1993).

4.5 PACIFIC PLACE SITE CRITERIA: UNCERTAINTIES AND PROBLEMS

There are a number of uncertainties and problems with how the Pacific Place site

criteria handle acceptable risk or acceptable limits of residual concentrations in contaminated

site problems.

4.5.1 Approaches are Implemented in a Technocratic Manner

As the preceding discussion shows, from the origins of the criteria, the interpretation

and expression of acceptable risk or allowable concentration limits, through to the

implementation of the two decision-making approaches, a scientific and technical approach is

generally taken. Chapter 3 highlights some of the key limitations of such a perspective, and

sections 3.3.3 Risk Assessment Approaches, and 3.3.4 Standards-Based Approaches identify

the particular characteristics and limitations of these types of approaches. Additional

concerns, specific to the Pacific Place site criteria are identified in the sections that follow.
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4.5.2 Basis of Numerical Standards Questioned

According to some individuals, the three major limitations of the numerical standards

are the lack of a British Columbia context, questionable toxicological basis, and conservative

concentration limits.

In the views of two professionals, the numerical standards were developed quickly,

without proper consideration of the British Columbia context (Dr. Blatherwick, telephone

interview, July 16, 1993, E. Olson, telephone interview, July 21, 1993).

The numerical standards are also criticized as adopted from other sources with an

unknown and questionable scientific basis (Dr. Blatherwick, telephone interview, July 16,

1993, Karch & Associates Inc. 1992). As a result, the standards are rooted in the

assumptions and limitations of those models.

Thirdly, the concentration limits are criticized as overly conservative and the costs to

attain them unjustified (Blatherwick 1992, J. Blatherwick, telephone interview, July 16, 1993,

Lee 1993). Significantly, some research suggests that socio-economic factors and

cost/benefit analysis are not addressed in the ABC system that British Columbia has adopted

(Karch & Associates Inc. 1992).

4.5.3 Risk Assessment uses a Fixed Standard of Acceptable Risk

There are also a number of difficulties with the predetermination and expression of

acceptable risk as a one-in-a-million (10-6) to seven-in-one-million (7 x 10 -6) probability

statistic in the risk assessment/risk management approach.

Several authors argue that the one-in-a-million (101 definition of acceptable risk has

no sound scientific, social, or economic basis and appears to have been pulled out of a hat to
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symbolize a lifetime risk of essentially zero (see Harris 1992, Karch & Associates Inc. 1992).

The definition has gained substantial social consensus however, evident in its adoption by a

number of agencies and common use in regulatory action, particularly in the United States by

the EPA (Harris 1992, Karch & Associates Inc. 1992, Travis et al.1987).

In practice, there are also measurement problems and uncertainties in knowing when a

one-in-a-million (101 level of risk has been attained. The Pacific Place development site for

instance, will be monitored by testing the assumptions that were made in calculating the risks

themselves (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication, 1993). Soil and water quality will be

compared to what was predicted, and if the predictions turn out to be correct then the risk

assessment is considered valid (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication, 1993). This raises a

number of critical questions however. Is it sufficient to base acceptable risk on scientific

assumptions and predictions, when the science itself is uncertain? Who questions the

assumptions; moreover, who should question them? Should British Columbia claim success

in contaminated site problems based on proving certain scientific predictions? How much

proof is necessary? What about social and financial "success"?

Karch & Associates Inc. (1992) also identify a number of practical limitations to risk-

based criteria, such as the feasibility of standards given available technologies, financial limits

(cost per life saved), and land use considerations (type of use and current and future uses).

Any of these, either individually or in combination complicate the ability to meet

predetermined risk-based standards (Karch & Associates Inc. 1992).
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4.5.4 Narrow Interpretation of Public and Stakeholder Involvement

Public involvement in acceptable risk issues in contaminated site problems can best be

characterized as after-the-fact in British Columbia. There is no indication that the public was

involved in any of the preliminary steps when the contaminated sites problem was defined or

when the so-called publicly acceptable limits of contaminant concentrations or levels of risk

were determined (see British Columbia 1990a).

Public involvement in the Pacific Place site remediation project for example, follows a

traditional pattern of communicating facts to the public (Corns 1992). Techniques include

public meetings, open houses and newsletters or bulletins. Although public comments are

invited and information accessible at various stages of the project (see British Columbia

19910, public involvement occurs after the major decisions are made. One bulletin in

particular goes so far as to suggest that the Pacific Place site case should be seen as a practical

public works project, requiring a few technical fixes (see British Columbia 1991 d).

Although an extensive review of the criteria is forthcoming, it is not anticipated that

the public will have a significant role; participation will likely be limited to particular interest

groups and to experts (W. Braul, personal communication, 1993, see also British Columbia

1993b). The end result is that the public in British Columbia is effectively excluded from any

direct and meaningful involvement in the fundamental debate on acceptable risk issues in

contaminated site problems.

The numerical standards and risk assessment approaches can also be characterized as

exercises for experts, primarily between the consultant and the Ministry of Environment, and

to some degree the site owner (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993, R. Zapf-Gilje,

personal communication, 1993). This brings into question the accuracy of the risk assessment

model on page 51, in terms of stakeholder involvement, risk communication processes, and

the consideration of value issues. Although the new contaminated sites legislation, Bill 26,
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attempts to address factors other than technical issues in the section on selecting remediation

options (see section 20.9, subsection (1) c and d), the challenge in British Columbia is how to

move beyond existing practices to identify and incorporate these other factors.

4.5.5 Barriers to Alternative Approaches

A few barriers present a challenge to considering alternative approaches in determining

acceptable risk or in thinking differently about the problem in British Columbia. They include

the following points, which for the most part are interrelated.

A scientific and technical interpretation of acceptable risk dominates in contaminated

site problems both at the provincial and national level as various jurisdictions move towards

uniform approaches (see Golder Associates Ltd. 1993). The status quo is difficult to change.

Institutional barriers of various kinds also exist. Government bureaucracies and

processes at both the provincial and municipal level in British Columbia are set up to handle

the problem following the Pacific Place site model. In addition, business and industry are

relatively accustomed to and familiar with the existing provincial criteria. As a result,

changing the model perhaps even incrementally, could be a difficult and complex undertaking.

Finally, traditional approaches to risk communication processes and public

involvement, combined with a tendency by the provincial government to view community

concerns as a public relations exercise (Corns 1992), hinder a move towards more democratic

participation in acceptable risk problems.
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4.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR URBAN COMMUNITIES

How acceptable risk is defined and handled by the Pacific Place site criteria has

implications for urban communities in the GVRD and in the province of British Columbia.

Provincial standards and regulations impose costs on urban communities, and there is

room for doubt that the risks or costs are properly estimated in contaminated site problems (J.

Blatherwick, telephone interview, July 16, 1993). The concern is that urban communities may

be paying too much for small benefits while larger risk issues are neglected (Hayes 1993).

In addition, standards-based policies and regulations may offer too little latitude for

local adaptation. In British Columbia, the Pacific Place site criteria have been applied

somewhat uniformly throughout the province (R. Zapf-Gilje, personal communication, 1993).

Municipalities however, have a unique perspective on priority setting that should be heard.

Diverting resources to deal with costly, broad-brush environmental mandates affects funding

required for local services such as schools, police protection, and assistance for the poor

(Hayes 1993). It raises critical questions about the means that regulations mandate to achieve

human and environmental health goals (Hayes 1993).

A standardized land use based system may not sufficiently address acceptable risk in

contaminated site problems at the local level. Is zoning for various uses (residential,

commercial and industrial as per the ABC system of soil quality), a task carried out by

municipalities, an appropriate basis for action? In a large urban area such as the GVRD,

which is experiencing rapid growth and in some municipalities, shifting land use patterns, the

exercise quickly becomes predictive and anticipatory (Karch & Associates Inc. 1992). A

growing call to revisit traditional zoning practices to deal with affordable housing issues and

urban renewal will exert pressures on municipalities to become more creative and

'inclusionary' in land use strategies and plans (see Plan Canada May 1993). As a result, zoning

practices and categories as they are known and implemented today may change dramatically.
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4.6.1 What Role can Urban Communities Play in Risk Management Problems?

The following factors are significant for urban community involvement in acceptable

risk problems at the local level.

In British Columbia generally, there is a tendency to defer decision-making in

contaminated site problems to the provincial government. Yet, risks are experienced by

persons in local communities and regions, where individual citizens can play a more active role

in risk decision-making (Kasperson and Morrison 1982). However, while many risks may be

more amenable to handling at the community level, little is known as to what local capability

exists for their control (Kasperson and Morrison 1982, Meyer and Solomon 1984). Research

in this area could help clarify the nature and importance of the community context and the

barriers to effective intergovernmental cooperation in risk management.

Many municipalities have neither the resources or population base to act effectively on

their own in contaminated site problems in British Columbia (E. Olson, telephone interview,

July 21, 1993). However, urban communities can draw on a wider regional base to establish

committees, or set up a network of advisory groups capable of informing decision-makers of

the local perspective and/or assessing the local impacts of provincial standards and regulations

(Hayes 1993). These committees need not be expert oriented but can draw from the

community at large.

The proposed contaminated sites legislation in British Columbia, Bill 26, establishes

the Ministry of Environment as the central manager of risk problems in the province, with

optional delegation of certain responsibilities to municipalities (British Columbia 1993a). It

can be argued therefore that little incentive exists for urban communities to provide leadership

on the issue. Why assume responsibility when it isn't necessary, and when the province is

willing to set up and administer the process? There are no easy answers. Local leadership is

challenged by existing, traditional governance processes where risk management policies are
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determined centrally while implementation is delegated to local authorities (Meyer and

Solomon 1984). However, a number of mechanisms may be available to more effectively

incorporate the local context. As Meyer and Solomon (1984) suggest, one should never

underestimate the importance of trial and error in shaping any existing system.

4.7 SUMMARY

Decision-making for acceptable risk in contaminated site problems in British Columbia

is largely under centralized, provincial control. Furthermore, Ministry of Environment policy

offers an explicit, standardized value of acceptable risk. This standard is broadly applied

throughout the province and as a result, is unable to account for differing local conditions.

Moreover, the roles for urban communities and public involvement are sidelined in the

bureaucratic process of administering provincial risk management policies and public health

goals. In fact, the public has been largely excluded and has had no significant role in British

Columbia in the acceptable risk debate.

The numerical standards face a number of challenges. Critics raise questions about

scientific uncertainties, conservative safety factors and the applicability of the standards in the

British Columbia context. In addition, both the numerical standards and the risk

assessment/risk management approaches are implemented in a technocratic manner. A major

concern is that important social value issues are neglected in British Columbia by a focus on

improving current technical processes and solutions.

The next chapter provides some insight into the municipal perspective on acceptable

risk issues, as seen by individuals in the Greater Vancouver Regional District.
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CHAPTER 5: SURVEYING MUNICIPALITIES IN THE GVRD

5.1 SURVEY APPROACH

A questionnaire (see Appendix B) consisting of 37 questions, was designed by the

author to solicit opinion on acceptable risk in contaminated site problems within the Greater

Vancouver Regional District. There are three categories of questions. Category one,

questions numbered 1 through 10, looked for background information on contaminated sites

in the municipality. Category two, questions numbered 11 through 22, explored decision-

making in risk problems. Category three, questions numbered 23 through 37, inquired about

the use of the Pacific Place site criteria in contaminated site problems. There is approximately

a 50-50 split between forced-choice and open-ended questions.

5.1.1 Contacting the Municipalities

Each member and affiliated municipality of the Greater Vancouver Regional District

was contacted initially by telephone, then by follow-up letter, and asked to participate in the

survey. Of a total of 24 municipalities, one was excluded (Electoral Area B) as an appropriate

contact could not be identified.

The questionnaire was administered to one individual in each municipality, although in

some cases this individual collaborated with others in the same department or in other

departments within the municipality to complete the questionnaire. Participants were chosen

based on their responsibilities for and/or knowledge of contaminated sites in their area. Some

contacts were made on a referral basis. They offered their own opinions, as informed

professionals in this study, and were not considered official representatives of the

municipality's viewpoints.
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In total, 22 out of 23 individuals contacted in the survey completed the questionnaire,

and most of them chose to respond by mail. The remainder were completed by telephone. In

all cases the same questionnaire was administered, and individuals who responded by mail

were given the opportunity to call the author for clarification.

Participants were instructed not to answer questions 28 through 37 in category three

(Pacific Place site criteria), if they indicated in question 27 that they were not familiar with the

criteria. Approximately 45% of the individuals who participated in the survey were unable to

complete the remainder of the questionnaire for this reason.

The survey was conducted between July and September 1993. A list of the

municipalities that were contacted is found in Appendix A.

5.2 TYPES OF FINDINGS

Answers to the forced-choice questions were relatively easy to tabulate, although there

were qualifying notations in some cases. The open-ended questions did not easily lend

themselves to classification with a few exceptions, because of the wide variety of responses.

This information is useful however, in providing an overall sense of an individual's opinion on

an issue, an understanding of the particular problems faced in a municipality, and an indication

of the diversity of viewpoints in the contaminated sites problem within the Greater Vancouver

Regional District.

Because of the relatively small number of individuals and the difficulty with municipal

representation, it is not appropriate to identify municipal trends or preferences in the GVRD.

However, some patterns and consistencies exist in individual responses that provide insight

into risk issues in contaminated site problems in the region.
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5.2.1 Tables: Summary of Responses

The survey findings are also summarized in table format for cross-reference (see

Tables 5-7, on pages 67, 72, and 77-78 in this chapter). The data is organized as follows.

The question number column identifies the question asked in the survey (see Appendix

B). The (F) notation in the table indicates a forced-choice question; municipalities were

limited to the answers in the response column. Simple yes/no responses for questions 9 and

21 are described more fully in the table for reading ease.

Approximately one-half of the open-ended questions cannot be easily summarized in

the tables and are described as a "wide range of opinions". The remainder are categorized by

the most frequent response (at least two or more municipalities indicate a similar response).

The number of responses column shows the number of times the corresponding

answer in the response column was selected. Municipalities are counted once for each

response in open-ended questions, and once only for ALL possible answers in the forced-

choice questions.

The last column, % of all participants, is based on the total number of participants in

the survey (22) for questions 1 to 27, although not all participants answered all questions in

this group. In some cases individuals indicated that the question was "not applicable" in their

municipality, they "didn't know" or they didn't have "sufficient expertise" to answer.

Questions were also left blank for unknown reasons. Questions 28 to 37 (in Table 7) are

based on a total of 12 participants. Some of these questions were also unanswered, for a

variety of reasons. Due to rounding, incomplete response or type of question (open-ended

answers counted each time), the figures may not add up to 100%.
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Overall, most individuals completed most of the questions as the number of

responses column shows.

5.3 SURVEY RESULTS

The results are summarized first by question category and then the major findings are

highlighted.

5.3.1 Category One: Background Information

Most individuals (about 86%) report that there are contaminated sites in their

municipality, with roughly a 50-50 split between several and a few sites. A very small number

say that there are no contaminated sites and notably, these municipalities are predominantly

residential, small in size and with little or no industrial activity. These are the Villages of

Amore, Belcarra and Lions Bay.

Most participants with contaminated sites, say that these sites are suspected or a mix

of identified and suspected. Only a few individuals believe that the contaminated sites in their

area have been identified. They characterize these sites as follows.

Most think (about 82%) that the sites in their municipality are routine or a mix of

routine and potentially serious. Only a small percentage believe that most sites are potentially

serious.

Contamination from oil and petroleum industries dominate the types of sites reported

in this survey (approximately 64%). This figure includes gas and service stations, leaking

underground storage tanks, bulk petroleum facilities and oil refineries. The second most

commonly mentioned type of site is wood waste operations and includes wood waste mill
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sites, wood waste disposal sites and shake mills. Other types that were mentioned include

septic tank fields, landfill sites with building waste (gyp roc for example), and municipal

landfill sites.

For all the site types identified by participants, the predominant concern is a

detrimental effect on water supply; whether by contamination of a large body of water such as

the Fraser River, underground streams, watersheds, nearby creeks or aquifers.

Several participants also identify oil and petroleum as the most serious type of site

contamination.

Most individuals in the survey (about 55%) believe that the contaminated sites issue in

their municipality receives about the right amount of attention. Their comments include:

"[it's] not a big problem", and "it's part of daily business". Two participants phrased their

answers as "inappropriate attention" and "a lot of attention". Individuals who think that the

contaminated sites issue doesn't receive enough attention suggest that "limited resources",

"rural areas increase the opportunity to hide problems", and the fact that "the issue is still

emerging both in case law, legislation and standards" contribute to the inattention.

Participants' concerns are almost equally divided between environmental impacts,

human health and municipal liability. Some individuals mentioned all three. Other concerns

include "long term impacts", "leaching onto neighbouring properties", "sites that remain

unidentified", and "importing contaminated soils from elsewhere".

Finally, although a majority of participants do not see a trend in the reclassification of

former industrial and commercial sites in their municipalities, a significant number do. For

those who do identify such a trend, the main implication and concern is municipal liability.
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Other implications include "increased [employee] workload", a need to be "more careful [or

diligent] in reviewing development proposals", and a potential "increase in housing costs".

The results of category one are summarized in Table 5 on the following page.

5.3.2 Category Two: Making Decisions About Risk

Significantly, most individuals (about 90%) agree or strongly agree that the Ministry

of Environment in British Columbia should have the main responsibility for deciding what

methods to use in determining acceptable risk in contaminated site problems (question 11).

One individual qualified agreement to this question by commenting: "I agree provided that

decisions are made with the involvement of industry and interest groups. [There is] a danger

of handing it over to bureaucrats...we end up with an arbitrary approach not based on

experience...we cannot give them carte-blanche, it has to be a joint effort."

Furthermore, there is disagreement on the perceived ability of the Ministry to make

good risk decisions and uncertainty about what a good risk decision might look like.

Most individuals disagree or strongly disagree that the Ministry has adequate

information to make good risk decisions in the province (question 12). Furthermore, most

participants who responded to this question, disagree or strongly disagree that good risk

decisions are being made in contaminated site problems in the Greater Vancouver Regional

District (question 13).

Reasons why individuals think that good risk decisions are not being made in the

GVRD (question 14) can be grouped in two general categories. These are: limited resources

to investigate and enforce contaminated site problems, and scientific limitations of the

provincial standards.
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Table 5: Summary of Category One - Background Information

Question
Number

Response NuMber of
Responses

% All:Participants
(22 municipalities)

1 (F) - To your several contaminated sites 8 36%
knowledge, there few contaminated sites 11 50%
are... no contaminated sites 3 14%

2 (F) - Are most most sites identified 3 14%
sites known or mix identified + suspected 11 50%
suspected? most sites suspected 6 27%

3 (F) - Most of the most sites routine 7 32%
sites can be mix of routine and serious 11 50%
characterized as... most potentially serious 2 9%

4 - What type of site oil/petroleum operations' 14* 64%
is most common? wood waste operations 3* 14%

5 - What type is oil/petroleum operations' 6* 27%
most serious and wood waste operations 2* 9%
why? fear: affect water supply 8* 36%

6 0 - Do you think more attention than warrants 1 5%
the issue receives... right amount of attention 12 55%

not enough attention 6 27%

7 - Why? wide range of opinions

8 - What is the environmental impacts 9* 41%
main concern? health concerns 10* 45%

liability 9* 41%

9 (F) - Do you see a trend in land reclassification 7 32%
land use trend? no trend 14 64%

10 - What impacts? implication: liability 7* 32%

NOTE: * Indicates number of times mentioned by municipalities. Most frequent
response.
Includes leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs).
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For individuals who agreed that good risk decisions are being made in the GVRD, the

main reason is shared information and a level of consistency in handling contaminated site

problems in the region.

In addition, most participants could not identify a specific example of a good risk

decision and say why they think it was good. Most of them responded in general terms such

as, what is needed for a good decision in their opinion. However, two examples included:

parcel 9 on the Expo '86 site and a dump site in Burnaby. In both of these cases, the risk

assessment process is sited for the success of the decision. A third example is the Vancouver

Port Corporation's handling of risk problems associated with shipping petroleum products.

The reason offered for success is the acknowledgement of the critical role played by multiple

stakeholders in the problem.

Although a majority of participants either agree or strongly agree that risks to human

and environmental health from contaminated sites is a problem best left to scientific and

technical experts (question 16), a significant number (about 46%) disagree.

Interestingly however, among those who disagreed with the statement in question 16,

the type of information they said was needed to make good decisions about acceptable risk (in

question number 17) is dominated by comments such as: "better science", "technical

information regarding the level of contamination and associated impacts", "specialist reports

on dispersal of contaminants", "volume of contaminants over time", "rating of envirotoxicity",

and "human exposure pathways".

Similar comments are offered by those who agreed with the statement in question

number 16. These include: "hazards information", "health data", "good scientific data", and

"more scientific and technical information and less political".
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One individual who disagreed however, expressly said that "no one individual has the

corner on this...risk problems need shared ownership. [This includes] economic, social and

technical information and we need to remember that there is a grey line between all three."

Most participants also had difficulty specifying how they would incorporate technical

and value information in acceptable risk decisions, as asked in question number 18. Instead,

most offered their views on the relative importance of either kind of information and generally

what a decision process should include.

A significant number of individuals (about 32%) believe that technical information

should form the basis of acceptable risk decisions, although many of them qualify it with

comments such as "convert the technical information to layman's language", "values are [also]

important", and technical information "should not be the only consideration".

Three participants address the broader decision-making process. One individual in

particular suggests cooperative, collaborative meetings on local contaminated site problems,

to include a broad range of issues and values, while another individual advises that it must be

an "education process" because "technicians are not aware of community values". The third

individual suggests that information requirements are "different with every situation [which]

changes the emphasis on the type of information needed."

A few participants (about 18%) suggest incorporating technical and value information

in a scale or index system where risks in contaminated site problems could be weighted or

measured.

The remaining questions in category two, questions 19 to 22, explored the roles that

municipalities and/or other groups, agencies and the public could have in deciding what

methods should be used to determine the acceptability of risks from contaminated sites. The

questions generated several different comments.
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Most participants (about 64%) agreed or strongly agreed with question 19 that

municipalities should have a role. What kind of role it should be however, was difficult for

some participants to say and their comments are quite general in question 20: "participate in

the decision-making process", "voicing public acceptability of the options", and "I support

community involvement in decision-making in concept, but I'm not sure exactly how."

Others who agreed with question 19 are somewhat more specific. Four participants

suggested that the role should be "referral only", "informative" and/or as "liaison" between the

Ministry of Environment, the municipality and the property owner. One individual

commented that "members should be involved in the process of establishing guidelines rather

than have others say so without their input." Another individual sees the role more as a

"partnership, to provide recommendations." One individual in particular commented that the

municipality should "determine what is an acceptable risk for a given community, with input

from the Ministry of Environment."

Those who disagreed with the statement in question 19 commented: "the city doesn't

want to expend resources to do more than it's doing already on the problem", "inspection and

compliance [only], and "in consultation with the Ministry [only]."

Most individuals (about 77%) also think that another agency, group or the public

should have a role (question 21), although again many had difficulty saying what kind of role

it should be. Comments such as: "if the public is going to face the risk they must have a role",

"public input may be necessary in some instances", and "establishing community values" fit in

this category. Other individuals suggested: "advocates", "advisory", "providing

recommendations if and when requested", and "informative role."

Two individuals believe that the existing approvals and public hearing processes are

adequate, while another suggests that the role should be a "partnership."

Two individuals who agreed with question 21 strongly qualified their answers with the

following comments: "not unless they are experienced in this field", and the "public should
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always have some input but not in a way which overwhelms a logical, scientifically

supportable recommendation."

One of the individuals who disagreed with question 21 commented that: "generally

they [the interest groups] have their own interests at heart; municipalities have broader

concerns in mind."

The results of category two are summarized in Table 6 on the following page.

5.3.3 Category Three: Pacific Place Site Criteria

The majority of participants in the survey (about 87%) agree or strongly agree with

question 23 that a standard method should be used to determine acceptable risk from

contaminated sites in the Greater Vancouver Regional District. With some exceptions, the

comments can be grouped as follows.

Of those who agree, the most frequent responses relate to consistency and fairness.

Comments such as "there should only be one standard", "all parties acting in concert with each

other", and "level playing field" are grouped in the former, while "all members of the GVRD

should be given the same advantages", "equitable throughout the region", and "to assist small

municipalities, who lack resources to reinvent the wheel" are grouped in the latter.

Three individuals believe that a standard method would either "remove political

impact" or "avoid political manipulation [or] grandstanding on issues." One individual

suggested that a standard method is important "to ensure good science is included in the

decision-making process."

Those who disagreed with the statement in question 23 commented that: "variation in

physical character within the GVRD may merit variation in standards" and "[the standard]

should apply to the province, not only the GVRD!"
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Table 6: Summary of Category Two - Making Decisions About Risk

Question
Number

Response Number of
Responses

% All Participants
(22 municipalities)

11 (F) - Ministry strongly agree 11 50%
should have the agree 9 41%
main responsibility. disagree 1 5%

strongly disagree 1 5%

12 (F) - Ministry strongly agree 1 5%
has adequate agree 6 27%
information. disagree 9 41%

strongly disagree 1 5%

13 (F) - Are good strongly agree 0 0
risk decisions made agree 6 27%
in the GVRD? disagree 10 45%

strongly disagree 1 5%

14 - Why? wide range of opinions

15 - An example? wide range of opinions

16 (F) - Risks best strongly agree 4 18%
left to technical agree 8 36%
experts? disagree 10 45%

strongly disagree 0 0

17 - Information health hazards/risks 14* 64%
needed.. land use (current, future) 6* 27%

18 - Incorporate index/scale, compare risks 4* 18%
facts and values. technical expertise is basis 7* 32%

19 (F) - Should strongly agree 7 32%
municipalities have agree 7 32%
a role? disagree 6 27%

strongly disagree 1 5%

20 - What role? wide range of opinions

21 - Should others no role 2 9%
have a role? yes, should have a role 17 77%

22 - What role? wide range of opinions

NOTE: * Indicates number of times mentioned by municipalities. Most frequent
response.
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A smaller majority agree or strongly agree in question 25 that acceptable levels of risk

should be determined on a site by site basis.

Of those who agree, the most frequent comments on why individuals think that

(question 26) have to do with allowances for site differences. Comments include: "there are

lots of determining factors [at the site]", "the risk level at each site is unique", "there will

never be two identical sites", and "due to the diversity of location and land use." Another

comment is: "if a proper standard is adopted, it will allow for individual site assessment."

Half of the individuals who disagreed with question 25, believe that levels of

acceptable risk determined on a site by site basis could lead to inconsistencies in decision-

making. The comments include: "if the use is the same, then the levels of risk should be the

same." Others who disagreed suggest the following: "a nice idea, but it will be too

cumbersome", "open to abuse", and "the assessment standard should allow for determining the

local site conditions [anyway]."

Approximately half of all survey participants said that they are either quite familiar or

somewhat familiar with the Pacific Place site criteria. The remainder indicated that they are

not, and were asked not to complete questions 28 through 37, which specifically asked for

their opinions on these criteria. As a result, a total of 12 individuals were prepared to respond

to the remainder of the questionnaire.

The 12 individuals are almost equally divided in their opinion that the Pacific Place site

criteria are either stringent (or too stringent), or about right. None of them indicated that the

criteria are not stringent enough.

Reasons given for those who said that the criteria are either too stringent or stringent

include: "because inappropriate assumptions [were made] in adopting the standards", and "a

conservative approach was taken."
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Of those who agreed that the criteria are about right, two individuals commented that

the criteria "were developed in response to the Pacific Place development site and had their

place" but that "using them elsewhere may not be appropriate." Another individual said that

the criteria are "a starting point."

Questions 30 and 31 explored whether the Pacific Place site criteria addressed the

important issues about acceptable risk in contaminated site problems. The specific nature of

the important issues was left to the participant to interpret.

Most individuals either agreed or strongly agreed that the criteria in fact do address

the important issues. Very few disagreed.

Of those who agreed a number of different reasons are offered in question 31. Two

individuals suggest that the criteria "brought attention to the problem" in British Columbia.

Three others who agreed qualify their answers with: "the numbers probably have such a big

safety factor that there is no risk to human or environmental health", "in general [however],

the existing process is too loose", and "the environmental component is not really strongly

addressed in the criteria and is a weakness." One individual comments that: "linking numerical

and risk assessment/land use criteria is the appropriate approach."

The individuals who disagreed with question 30 suggest that: "more work needs to be

done to determine [a number of] scientific parameters", and "I have not seen any

documentation as to how they derived these numbers."

Significantly, most individuals (about 84%) agree or strongly agree that the Pacific

Place site criteria should be used as the standard method in British Columbia.

However, most of those who agree (all but two individuals) qualify their answers.

Half of them believe that the criteria need revision. The following comment illustrates:

"they're a starting point only, a lot more work must be done on the standards to be
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incorporated province wide." The other half believe that in the absence of alternative criteria

the Pacific Place site criteria will do: "it's the best known one - it's better than what we had

before, which was nothing."

In addition, most individuals can identify at least one advantage and one disadvantage

from using the Pacific Place site criteria in the future. The most frequently mentioned

advantage is that the criteria can be used as a standard or uniform approach. One individual

commented: "everyone sees it as a standard and it is workable." Disadvantages include the

following: "the criteria may be imposing an unnecessary expenditure", "they are really limited

to the Pacific Place site, and could be too stringent or not [stringent] enough for other uses",

and "maybe if the numbers are met it would present a false sense of security."

Questions 34 and 35 asked the participants whether the Pacific Place site criteria

should be subject to a formal review and if they could think of any particular issues that

should be included in a review.

All 12 individuals agreed or strongly agreed that the criteria should be formally

reviewed. The two frequently mentioned issues are: a review of the numbers themselves

(numerical standards) and an exploration of other methods of determining risk. Two

individuals mentioned both of these.

Additional issues included investigating: "how the criteria were determined", the

"diversification of standards for provincial use", and "health and environmental factors that

justified the various criteria levels."

The last two questions, number 36 and 37, explored whether the participants thought

that methods other than the Pacific Place site criteria could be considered in contaminated site

problems, and if so, what these methods might be.
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Most individuals (about 75%) either agreed or strongly agreed that other methods

should be considered, although one individual qualified agreement: "if only to confirm the

suitability of the Pacific Place criteria."

Everyone had difficulty identifying what the method might look like. General

comments included: "agree in concept, but nothing in particular comes to mind", "more

research", and "if they exist." Other comments included: "we're not the first ones to look at

the problem, there [are probably] equally successful methods out there", "other criteria in

other countries", "somehow establish the means to evaluate social, environmental and financial

costs of small, medium and large volume contamination", and "similar process, however the

scope should be broadened."

Those who disagreed with question 36 (two individuals), commented: "[don't consider

other methods] unless there are valid reasons", and "I'm happy with what we've got, with

some changes."

The results of category three are summarized in Table 7 on the following two pages.
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Table 7: Summary of Category Three - Pacific Place Site Criteria

Question
Number

Response Number of
Responses

% All Participants
(22 municipalities)

23 (F) - A standard strongly agree 9 41%
method should be agree 10 45%
used. disagree 3 14%

strongly disagree 0 0

24 - Why? consistency 12* 55%
fairness 4* 18%

25 (F) - Acceptable strongly agree 4 18%
risk decided on a agree 11 50%
site by site basis? disagree 5 23%

strongly disagree 2 9%

26 - Why? to allow for site differences 11* 50%
could lead to inconsistencies 3* 14%

27 (F) - Are you quite familiar 5 23%
familiar with the somewhat familiar 7 32%
provincial criteria? not really familiar' 10 45%

NOTE: * Indicates number of times mentioned by municipalities. Most frequent
response.

1 Municipalities that responded "not really familiar" were asked not to
complete the rest of the questionnaire.

Question
Number

Response Number of
Responses

% All Participants
(12 municipalities)

28 (F) - Do you too stringent 2 17%
think the criteria stringent 3 25%
are... about right 6 50%

not stringent enough 0 0

29 - Why? wide range of opinions

30 (F) - The strongly agree 1 8%
criteria address the agree 7 58%
important issues... disagree 2 17%

strongly disagree 0 0

31 - Why? wide range of opinions
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Table 7: Summary of Category Three - Pacific Place Site Criteria (cont.)

Question
NuMber

Response Number of
ResponseS

% All Participants
(12 municipalities)

32 (F) - Should the strongly agree 2 17%
criteria be the agree 8 67%
standard method disagree 1 8%
in B.C.? strongly disagree 0 0

33 - What advantage:
advantages or
disadvantages in

identifiable standard
disadvantage:

6* 50%

using the criteria? wide range of opinions

34 (F) - Should the strongly agree 4 33%
criteria be formally agree 7 58%
reviewed? disagree 0 0

strongly disagree 0 0

35 - What issues numbers themselves 6* 50%
reviewed? explore other methods 2* 17%

36 (F) - Should strongly agree 2 17%
other methods be agree 7 58%
considered? disagree 2 17%

strongly disagree 0 0

37 - What methods? wide range of opinions

NOTE: * Indicates number of times mentioned by municipalities. Most frequent
response.
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5.3.4 Major Findings

Most participants in the survey report that there are contaminated site problems in

their municipality, and their major concerns in these problems are environmental impacts,

human health and liability to the municipality.

The most frequently reported type of contamination is from oil and petroleum

operations and is also seen by many as the most serious type of contamination. However, the

participants also say that they consider most of the sites in their municipalities to be routine or

a mix of routine and potentially serious.

Although there is strong support in principle for municipalities, and for other groups,

agencies and the public to be involved in determining what methods to use in acceptable risk

problems, there is little consensus or clarity on what the roles should be. Most of the

suggestions can be grouped as "advisory" or "referral", typical of current municipal roles.

Traditional venues such as public hearing processes may be suitable for some, but are not

strongly supported in this survey.

The scientific and technical component of acceptable risk in contaminated site

problems is clearly a focal point for many individuals in the survey, despite substantial

agreement that risk problems should not be left to experts in these fields. The calls for better

science and improved hazards information substantiate this point.

There is also strong agreement in principle by most of the participants that the

Ministry of Environment should play the key role in deciding what methods to use in

determining acceptable risk in contaminated site problems. Furthermore, there is strong

support for a standard method to determine acceptable risk.
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Although most of the individuals who commented on the Pacific Place site criteria

think that these criteria should be the standard method in British Columbia, all of them

maintain that the criteria should be formally reviewed. Significantly, half of these individuals

accept the criteria in principle because no other method has been identified.

5.4 BEHAVIOURAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL OBSERVATIONS

A number of common sense observations can be made from the survey results, which

tend to be supported by organizational theory (see Robbins 1989), and the risk literature.

First of all, in complex problems like acceptable risk decision-making for contaminated

sites, many individuals tend to let other people, particularly government agencies, solve the

problem for them. Most of the participants in the municipal survey in fact, favour the

province of British Columbia in the lead role in risk decision-making, and from conversations

with these individuals, in practice many simply refer contaminated site problems directly to the

Ministry of Environment for action.

Additionally, the status quo is a powerful barrier to change. Prevailing methods of

problem solving come to be seen as acceptable and correct. Moreover, there are often few

incentives to pursue alternatives. Social norms tend to encourage individuals in organizations

to conform to and support existing standards of behaviour (see Robbins 1989). The survey

showed that most individuals supported the existing decision-making framework for

acceptable risk problems in British Columbia, and had difficulty identifying alternatives even if

they thought other methods should be considered.

Technical experts in government bureaucracies also tend to be conservative and risk

averse in decision-making, both when their professional credibility is at stake and when they
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have a duty of care to the general public (this point was raised in the plenary session at a

recent conference in Vancouver on siting hazardous waste facilities; see British Columbia

Water & Waste Association, 1993). Unquestionably, the potential for being held negligent or

liable are key concerns for the Ministry of Environment, when establishing guidelines and

regulations in contaminated site problems (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993). Clearly

this is also a concern at the local government level. Many individuals in the survey expressed

strong concern about municipal liability.

Finally, the risk literature also points to a number of judgemental rules known as

heuristics that affect how individuals form opinions about risk (see Slovic, Fischhoff and

Lichtenstein, 1979). These include a tendency to be overconfident in current scientific

knowledge, failing to consider the ways in which human error affects technological systems,

holding faulty beliefs with great confidence, overestimating dramatic risk events, and denying

uncertainty. Both experts and lay individuals are susceptible. Perhaps the key is in a better

understanding of one's own particular biases.

5.5 SUMMARY

In general, the survey results suggest that most individuals support the Ministry of

Environment's approach to acceptable risk decision-making in contaminated site problems.

Even though the participants can identify weaknesses with the Pacific Place site criteria and

other issues that should be considered in the problem, such as community values, it is difficult

for them to say what other methods could be considered or how to incorporate these value

issues.

A number of factors contribute to and reinforce the technical perspective of acceptable

risk in British Columbia. Most of these have to do with the central role that the province
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plays in contaminated site problems. The Ministry of Environment has generally taken a

scientific and technical approach, which it broadly applies throughout the province. Municipal

resource limitations and liability concerns are major incentives to accept provincial leadership

and defer to their interpretation of the problem. Moreover, standardized methods are not

without their attractions. Several individuals in the survey who preferred such methods said

they valued consistency and fairness throughout the Greater Vancouver Region and the

province. Finally, many individuals in the survey are from municipal engineering departments,

which frequently have primary responsibility for the contaminated sites problem at the local

level. Although it is not possible to conclude that municipalities in the region favour technical

solutions, the processes and mechanisms currently in place influence their acceptance.

The survey also raises a number of important questions for municipalities such as:

• Who is responsible at the local level for thinking about the implications and trade-offs

of assuming a technical approach to acceptable risk in contaminated site problems?

How are the multiple dimensions of the problem being handled? Moreover, are they

handled well; to the municipality's satisfaction? How do they know?

• For individuals who would like to see more cooperative and inclusive involvement of

the various stakeholders in the problem, what opportunities exist for them to do so?

Will the efforts be supported locally, regionally, provincially?

• Is it reasonable to assume that the technical orientation means that acceptable risk is

dealt with adequately at the local level? How can municipalities confirm this? What

measures would be appropriate to test the assumption?

• Could the process be improved with a regional voice? How would that help (or

hinder) the municipalities in the Greater Vancouver Regional District?

The next, and final chapter, Chapter Six, highlights the important lessons and

observations from the thesis research.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 ACCEPTABLE RISK IS DIFFICULT TO RESOLVE

Contaminated sites are complicated, multi-dimensional problems. A central issue in

these problems is the potential for harm to human and environmental health. However, there

are no easy answers to "how safe is safe enough" or how much risk is "acceptable".

Decision-makers are faced with an absence of clear decision criteria in these problems, and a

variety of techniques and approaches. Moreover, it would appear, no single, right solution

exists.

Clearly, how the problem is interpreted or framed is a key factor. This thesis identifies

three generic categories of acceptable risk; that is, as a technical, social or decision problem.

It is maintained that the interpretation has a direct influence on which decision-making

approaches and hence which solutions are considered appropriate.

6.2 A FOCUS ON THE TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Ministry of Environment in British Columbia, the central authority for

contaminated sites in the province, has generally taken a scientific and technical approach to

acceptable risk. The Pacific Place site criteria set acceptable limits of residual chemical

concentrations with the numerical standards, and defines an acceptable risk standard using a

probability statistic and/or hazard quotient in the risk assessment/risk management approach.

The concern here is that important social value issues have been neglected relative to the

technical aspects of the problem.
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The research in this thesis suggests however, that a technical interpretation of

acceptable risk is lacking in several respects. The expert orientation typically excludes and/or

ascribes inferior value to the lay publics' assessments of risk and as a result may overlook the

critical non-scientific aspects of the problem. A fixed definition of acceptable risk moreover,

suggests the existence of some kind of observable, absolute risk, and tends to reinforce the

role of scientific and technical experts as the sole possessor of accurate facts (Bradbury 1989,

Fiorino 1989b). However, in the absence of an absolute definition of acceptable risk and

competing claims as to what kind of problem acceptable risk is, science alone cannot answer

the question (Bradbury 1989).

6.2.1 Taking a Comprehensive View: Considerations

This study suggests that British Columbia can benefit from a more comprehensive

view of acceptable risk in contaminated site problems.

First of all, limited resources at the provincial and local level emphasize the necessity

of considering a range of options and recognizing the inherent trade-offs in contaminated site

problems. Social research shows that a focus on improved technical models and analyses is

not the key to improved risk management decisions (Bradbury 1989). Better insight into

acceptable risk problems requires a critical dialogue among different perspectives and societal

groups (Bradbury 1989).

Limited resources and cost implications are also a concern for individuals in the

development and finance industries in British Columbia (see Urban Development Institute

1993), which suggests that marketplace issues are a significant factor in the contaminated sites

problem. Although the new contaminated sites legislation draws attention to this concern in

section 20.9 (see subsection (1) c), by referring to economic benefits and costs in selecting
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remediation options, the reference is general, somewhat vague and raises questions about who

should be involved in the issue and when. Addressing these concerns in a more

comprehensive and structured fashion will clearly be important.

Thirdly, there is support in the literature and from the municipal survey for more

inclusive and participatory decision-making in acceptable risk problems (see Bradbury 1989,

Fischer 1991, Fiorino 1989a). The survey also suggests that traditional techniques such as

public hearings and advisory or recommending roles, typically in favour in British Columbia,

may be inadequate, and that there is an interest in exploring cooperative approaches to obtain

broader input from citizens in urban communities.

Fourthly, there is a dilemma in the use of standards. In many respects, standards are

attractive and useful in regulatory decision-making. Individuals in the survey for instance,

tend to favour them because they believe that standards offer a degree of consistency and

fairness. From the Ministry of Environment's perspective, standards also perform an

important function as a yardstick (a how-are-we-doing measure) and as a means of

comparison in individual site assessments (Dr. Fox, personal communication, 1993). The use

of standards in risk problems are also subject to a number of criticisms. Some of these have

to do with: the difficulty in obtaining agreement on an appropriate standard, an inability to

deal thoroughly with the multiplicity of factors in risk problems, a tendency to view standard

setting and implementation as the domain of experts, and the limitations of assigning a

particular definition, that is, a statistic or quotient in the case of the Pacific Place site criteria,

to acceptable risk. Conceivably, the use of "conservative standards" in British Columbia is an

indication that the Ministry of Environment doesn't want to expose citizens to any unnecessary

health risks in contaminated site problems. If so, this reinforces the point that value issues are

a critical component in the acceptable risk debate.
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Finally, it can be tempting to try and use quantitative techniques to obtain "the

answer", or to use a single analytical tool for dealing with risk problems. There are however,

important consequences. As Morgan (1981) suggests, agencies can never capture all the

factors, such as quality of life, that are important in a problem by using such tools. He advises

that these techniques should not become substitutes for careful human judgement. Moreover,

decision-making in risk problems can benefit from a study of results using multiple approaches

(Morgan 1981).

6.3 TOWARDS A SHIFT IN FOCUS

Neither the literature or this thesis denies the importance of technical analyses in

informing acceptable risk decisions in contaminated site problems (see Bradbury 1989). Nor

does this research suggest that standards and risk assessment approaches are fundamentally

inappropriate or ill-suited to making acceptable risk decisions in British Columbia. It is not

the objective of this thesis to undertake a study of the best options or advise on an ideal

decision-making framework. The main concern is that technical analyses in the current

framework are used to drive decisions, which tends to discount the importance of other value

issues in the problem. This thesis argues for a more comprehensive and inclusive concept of

acceptable risk, much of which can be accomplished within the existing framework. A

number of suggestions follow.

6.3.1 Incorporate a Broader Range of Values

The province should look for ways to incorporate a broader range of value issues in

the determination of acceptable risk. Although the new contaminated sites legislation in
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section 20.9 attempts to recognize the importance of "other factors" (than technical issues),

the challenge remains in how to achieve this in practice.

In British Columbia, it means a willingness to move beyond traditional techniques,

such as the public hearing process, which is largely after the fact in most planning and

environmental debates, and work towards incorporating the lay public and other stakeholders

more effectively. The municipal survey suggests that many individuals aren't familiar with

alternative processes, so some invention and experimentation with techniques seems

necessary.

Keeney's (1992) work on value-focused thinking for instance, offers a structured

process for eliciting value information from stakeholders and explicitly addressing tradeoffs,

which might prove useful in addressing acceptable risk in contaminated site problems in

British Columbia. Incumbent in this process is the identification and comprehensive

representation of different value perspectives (Keeney 1992).

6.3.2 Roles for Non-Experts in Standard Setting and Risk Assessment

There are potential roles for so-called non-experts, such as the lay public, within the

current decision-making framework.

For instance, these individuals can provide input into standard setting (the numerical

tables) in the following ways:

• address the inherent biases in numerical standards and tables, by questioning the

emphasis on certain substances over another

• provide their own knowledge and experience with substances in the local environment

• provide insight into what impacts the standards have in local communities.
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This type of information could prove inherently valuable in the forthcoming review of

the Pacific Place site criteria, and the province should ensure that general public representation

is included in the process.

Fischer (1991) suggests that a wider range of stakeholders can be built into risk

assessment processes in the:

• decisions about the problem definition

• process of identification and search for risks

• determination of the relative importance of risks and benefits and how they might be

quantified and measured

• interpretations of the resulting risk estimates.

He argues that in this way stakeholders become cooperative participants in the

formation of scientific arguments rather than passive listeners, resulting in greater commitment

to the analytical conclusions. In British Columbia, the above type of involvement could occur

in the development of generic provincial risk assessment models, and in the practical

application of risk assessment processes in contaminated site cases. Some experimentation

would be necessary to determine what stakeholders and when.

6.3.3 Explore Other Decision -Making Methods

Although most individuals in the municipal survey support the current framework, the

Pacific Place site criteria, as a provincial standard, they are strongly in favour of a review of

these criteria. Importantly however, they are also in favour of considering other methods to

determine acceptable risk.
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Although it may be conceptually difficult at this stage to envision what other

approaches might be available, many individuals appear interested in exploring the

possibilities. The forum for debate could be relatively informal, but should include decision-

makers in urban communities, members of the lay public and other stakeholder groups. Even

if the current framework prevails in British Columbia, there is wisdom in exploring and

comparing results from other decision-making approaches (see Morgan 1981).

6.3.4 Private Sector Involvement in Risk Assessment and Risk Management

Morgan (1981) observes that industry and the public tend to accede to governmental

agencies to develop risk assessment tools, which might be unfortunate he concludes, because

the private sector may be better equipped, and public involvement may also serve to shift risk

regulation from an adversarial approach to more collaborative, consensus based techniques.

To an extent this type of shift may already be occurring in British Columbia, with the

consulting industry proposing and developing new risk assessment models (Dr. Fox, personal

communication, 1993, Golder Associates Ltd. 1993). The experiments and success with co-

managed siting processes for hazardous waste facilities in Manitoba for example, also

illustrate the potential for government and private sector cooperation in addressing human

health risks and safety concerns (see Richards 1993, a paper presented at a recent conference

in Vancouver on siting hazardous waste facilities).

6.4 SUMMARY REMARKS: LOCAL SETTINGS IDEAL FOR INVOLVEMENT

Municipalities are ideal settings for local involvement in acceptable risk issues because

it's where people live, work and experience risk. This thesis has shown that there are multiple
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issues at stake; many things that urban communities value in contaminated site problems.

People are concerned about human and environmental health impacts, costs of clean-up, tax

implications, delays in local development, and implications for future land use among others.

Their views and the differences in local conditions is a perspective that should be heard.

Clearly some experimentation with techniques is warranted. One of the municipalities

in the survey, the Township of Langley for example, has used cooperative panels or meetings

with the Ministry of Environment to incorporate the local perspective in environmental

management problems, and favours more of this partnership type of involvement in the future.

Further research into what roles urban communities can play in the future as local risk

managers is needed. Potentially, the regional level has a more substantive role to play in

acceptable risk issues. In British Columbia, these regions are already in place, and have the

potential of being a vehicle for creating community-based networks of institutions; advisory

panels, and the like. However, as also implied in the municipal survey, continued financial

support and leadership at the provincial level will go a long way to ensuring fairness and

equity at the local level, province wide.
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APPENDIX A: MUNICIPALITIES CONTACTED IN THE SURVEY

Member Municipality Population* Area
(Hectares)*

% Area
of GVRD

# Properties
(All Classes)*

Village of Anmore 668 495.8 .2 291
Village of Belcarra 577 561.1 .2 354
City of Burnaby 153,793 10,674.0 3.6 45,667
City of Coquitlam 81,823 15,257.3 5.2 24,340
Municipality of Delta 84,866 36,432.7 12.4 27,882
Electoral Area A (University
Endowment Lands)

3,700 1,400.0 .5 500

Electoral Area C (Bowen
Island)

2,100 5,020.0 1.7 1,650

City of Langley 18,401 1,018.2 .4 5,400
Township of Langley 62,620 31,765.3 10.8 23,153
Village of Lions Bay 1,198 286.7 .1 523
City of New Westminster 42,788 2,200.2 .8 11,563
City of North Vancouver 38,314 1,267.3 .2 10,583
District of North Vancouver 74,244 17,819.3 6.1 24,610
City of Port Coquitlam 34,185 3,101.7 1.1 11,109
City of Port Moody 16,794 2,098.0 .7 5,583
City of Richmond 122,106 16,806.8 5.7 41,971
Municipality of Surrey 223,784 37,140.0 12.7 75,640
City of Vancouver 455,908 11,614.9 4.0 118,510
Municipality of West
Vancouver

38,848 9,893.7 3.4 14,220

City  of White Rock • 15,642 1,401.5 .5 6,472
Affiliate of GVRD Only Population* Area

(Hectares)*
% Area

of GVRD
# Properties

(All Classes)*
16,303District of Maple Ridge 46,578 26,710.2 n/a

District of Matsqui n/a n/a n/a n/a
District of Pitt Meadows 10,341 5,004.5 n/a 3,727

* Source: Greater Vancouver Regional District (1991a)
• Did not complete questionnaire.
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APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MUNICIPALITIES
ON RISK IN CONTAMINATED SITE PROBLEMS

CATEGORY ONE: Background Information

1. To your knowledge in the municipality, there are:
several contaminated sites -- a few contaminated sites -- no contaminated sites

1^ 2^ 3

2. Are most of these sites known or suspected?
most have been identified -- mix of identified and suspected -- most are suspected

1^ 2^ 3

3. In your opinion, most of these sites can be characterized as:
routine -- mix of routine and potentially serious -- potentially serious

1^2^ 3

4. What type of contaminated site is most common in the municipality?

5. What type is most serious and why?

6. Do you think that the contaminated sites issue in the municipality receives:
more attention than it warrants -- about the right amount of attention -- not enough
attention

1
^

2^ 3

7. Why do you think that is?

8. In your opinion, what is the main concern(s) about contaminated sites in the municipality?

9. Do you see a trend in the municipality towards reclassifying former industrial and
commercial sites to residential and/or mixed uses? yes -- no

1^2

10. In your opinion, what implications does this trend have for the municipality, if these
former sites are contaminated?
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CATEGORY TWO: Making Decisions about Risk

11. The Ministry of Environment should have the main responsibility for deciding what
methods to use in determining acceptable human and environmental health risks from
contaminated sites:^strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

12. The Ministry of Environment has adequate information to make good decisions on risks
from contaminated sites in B.C. strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

13. On balance, do you think that good decisions are being made in the GVRD on managing
risks from contaminated sites? strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

14. Why do you think that?

15. Can you think of an example of a good decision and why you think it was good?

16. Risks to human and environmental health from contaminated sites is a problem best left to
the scientific and technical experts.
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

17. What kind of information do you think is needed to make good decisions about acceptable
risk in contaminated site problems?

18. How would you incorporate technical information and values in decisions about
acceptable risk in contaminated site problems?

19. Do you think the municipality should have a role in deciding what methods should be used
to determine the acceptability of risks from contaminated sites?
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

20. What role should the municipality have?
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CATEGORY TWO: Makin] Decisions about Risk (cont) 

21. Do you think that another agency, group or the public should have a role in deciding what
methods should be used to determine the acceptability of risks from contaminated sites?

22. What role do you think they should have?

CATEGORY THREE: Pacific Place Site Criteria

23. A standard method should be used to determine acceptable human and environmental
health risks from contaminated sites in the GVRD.
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

24. Why do you think that?

25. Do you think that acceptable levels of risk should be determined on a site by site basis?
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

26. Why do you think that?

27. The Ministry of Environment used the Pacific Place site criteria to derive the "Criteria for
Managing Contaminated Sites in British Columbia". The criteria is comprised of 2 types
of approaches. One is a numerical contaminant concentration approach and the second is
a risk assessment approach. Are you familiar with these criteria?
quite familiar -- somewhat -- not really

1^2^3

(NOTE: if choice #3 is selected, respondents do not complete questions 28-37).

28. Do you think that the Pacific Place site criteria for determining acceptable human and
environmental health risks from contaminated sites are:
too stringent -- stringent -- about right -- not stringent enough

1^2^3^4
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CATEGORY THREE: Pacific Place Site Criteria (cant) 

29. Why do you think that?

30. The Pacific Place site criteria adequately address the important issues about acceptable
risk to human and environmental health in contaminated site problems.
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

31. Why do you think that?

32. Do you think that the Pacific Place site criteria should be used as the standard method for
determining acceptable human and environment health risks from contaminated site
problems in B.C.?^strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

33. What advantages or disadvantages can you see from using these criteria in the future?

34. Do you think that the Pacific Place site criteria should be subject to a formal review?
strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

35. Can you identify any issues in particular that should be addressed in such a review?

36. Do you think methods other than the Pacific Place site criteria should be considered to
determine acceptable human and environmental health risks from contaminated sites in
B.C.?^strongly agree -- agree -- disagree -- strongly disagree

1^2^3^4

37. How else do you think acceptable risk in contaminated site problems could be determined?
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